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Abstract

Since their emergence within the past decade, which has seen wireless
networks being adapted to enable mobility, wireless networks have
become increasingly popular in the world of computer research. A
Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of mobile nodes
dynamically forming a temporary network without the use of any
existing network infrastructure. MANETs have received significant
attention in recent years due to their easiness to setup and to their
potential applications in many domains. Such networks can be useful in
situations where there is not enough time or resource to configure a
wired network. Ad hoc networks are also used in military operations
where the units are randomly mobile and a central unit cannot be used
for synchronization.

The shared media used by wireless networks, grant exclusive rights for a
node to transmit a packet. Access to this media is controlled by the
Media Access Control (MAC) protocol. The Backoff mechanism is a basic
part of a MAC protocol. Since only one transmitting node uses the
channel at any given time, the MAC protocol must suspend other nodes
while the media is busy. In order to decide the length of node
i

suspension, a backoff mechanism is installed in the MAC protocol. The
choice of backoff mechanism should consider generating backoff timers
which allow adequate time for current transmissions to finish and, at
the same time, avoid unneeded idle time that leads to redundant delay
in the network. Moreover, the backoff mechanism used should decide
the suitable action to be taken in case of repeated failures of a node to
attain the media. Further, the mechanism decides the action needed
after a successful transmission since this action affects the next time
backoff is needed.

The Binary exponential Backoff (BEB) is the backoff mechanisms that
MANETs have adopted from Ethernet. Similar to Ethernet, MANETs use a
shared media. Therefore, the standard MAC protocol used for MANETs
uses the standard BEB backoff algorithms. The first part of this work,
presented as Chapter 3 of this thesis, studies the effects of changing the
backoff behaviour upon a transmission failure or after a successful
transmission. The investigation has revealed that using different
behaviours directly affects both network throughput and average packet
delay. This result indicates that BEB is not the optimal backoff
mechanism for MANETs.

Up until this research started, no research activity has focused on
studying the major parameters of MANETs. These parameters are the
speed at which nodes travel inside the network area, the number of
ii

nodes in the network and the data size generated per second. These are
referred to as mobility speed, network size and traffic load
respectively. The investigation has reported that changes made to these
parameters values have a major effect on network performance.

Existing research on backoff algorithms for MANETs mainly focuses on
using external information, as opposed to information available from
within the node, to decide the length of backoff timers. Such
information includes network traffic load, transmission failures of other
nodes and the total number of nodes in the network. In a mobile
network, acquiring such information is not feasible at all times. To
address this point, the second part of this thesis proposes new backoff
algorithms to use with MANETs. These algorithms use internal
information only to make their decisions. This part has revealed that it
is possible to achieve higher network throughput and less average
packet delay under different values of the parameters mentioned above
without the use of any external information.

This work proposes two new backoff algorithms. The Optimistic LinearExponential Backoff, (OLEB), and the Pessimistic Linear-Exponential
Backoff (PLEB). In OLEB, the exponential backoff is combined with
linear increment behaviour in order to reduce redundant long backoff
times, during which the media is available and the node is still on
backoff status, by implementing less dramatic increments in the early
iii

backoff stages. PLEB is also a combination of exponential and linear
increment behaviours. However, the order in which linear and
exponential behaviours are used is the reverse of that in OLEB. The two
algorithms have been compared with existing work.

Results of this

research report that PLEB achieves higher network throughput for large
numbers of nodes (e.g. 50 nodes and over). Moreover, PLEB achieves
higher network throughput with low mobility speed. As for average
packet delay, PLEB significantly improves average packet delay for large
network sizes especially when combined with high traffic rate and
mobility speed. On the other hand, the measurements of network
throughput have revealed that for small networks of 10 nodes, OLEB has
higher throughput than existing work at high traffic rates. For a medium
network size of 50 nodes, OLEB also achieves higher throughput. Finally,
at a large network size of 100 nodes, OLEB reaches higher throughput at
low mobility speed. Moreover, OLEB produces lower average packet
delay than the existing algorithms at low mobility speed for a network
size of 50 nodes.

Finally, this work has studied the effect of choosing the behaviour
changing point between linear and exponential increments in OLEB and
PLEB. Results have shown that increasing the number of times in which
the linear increment is used increases network throughput. Moreover,
using larger linear increments increase network throughput.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 1.

Introduction

1.1. Introduction
Since their emergence in the 1970s, wireless networks have become increasingly
popular. This is particularly true within the past decade, which has seen wireless
networks being adapted to enable mobility. There are currently two variations of
mobile wireless networks [54], infrastructure and ad hoc wireless networks.
Wireless networking increases availability and allows rapid deployment of
wireless transceivers in a wide range of computing devices such as PDAs, laptops
and desktop computers [24]. Wireless networks came as a result of the
technological advances and extensions of LAN model as detailed in the IEEE
802.11 standard [37].
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Figure 1.1: An example of an Infrastructured Wireless Network.

Figure 1.1 shows an example of the first type of wireless networks,
Infrastructure Wireless Networks. Those networks with fixed and wired gateways
have bridges known as base stations. This type of network is built on top of a
wired network forming a reliable wireless network [37]. A mobile unit within
these networks connects to and communicates with the nearest base station that
is within its communication radius. Since each of the base stations has a
transmission range, a node changes base stations when it moves out of the
transmission range of one base station and enters the transmission range of
another. The process of moving between base stations is referred to as hand-off
[52]. Typical applications of this type of networks include Wireless Local Area
Networks (WLANs) and Cellular Phone Networks [92].

The second type of wireless networks is Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs). In
these networks, communication takes place without the need for base stations
[16]. MANETs have received significant attention in recent years due to their
2
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potential applications in many domains. Such networks can be useful in disaster
recovery where there is not enough time or resource to configure a wired
network. Ad hoc networks are also used in military operations where the units
are moving around the battlefield in a random way and a control unit cannot be
used for synchronization [69]. A wireless ad hoc network is a collection of mobile
nodes dynamically forming a temporary network without the use of any existing
network infrastructure [84]. In a MANET, nodes are not only senders and
receivers where data and applications are located; each node in a MANET
operates as a router to serve in delivering data to destinations [13].

To clarify the concept, ad hoc is defined to be a network connection method.
This method is usually related to wireless devices [49]. The connection is
established for the duration of one session that starts when a node joins the
network and ends when the node leaves and requires no control units to organise
the process. As an alternative, nodes discover other nodes within a transmission
range to form a network. Connections are possible over multiple-node paths to
form what is known as multihop ad hoc network [32]. It is the responsibility of
routing protocols then to provide and maintain connections even if nodes are
moving within the boundaries of the network area [71]. In other words, ad hoc
networks are organised in an informal way, as the formal way being through
designated control units [20]. Wireless ad-hoc networks are self-organizing,
rapidly deployable, and require no fixed infrastructure. The wireless nodes must
cooperate in order to establish communications dynamically using limited
network management and administration. This is the reason why ad hoc
3
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protocols in general function in a distributed manner [28]. Nodes in an ad hoc
network range from being highly mobile, to being stationary. They may also vary
widely in terms of their capabilities and uses. The objective of ad hoc network
architecture is to achieve increased flexibility, mobility and ease of
management relative to normal or wireless networks with an infrastructure. [72]

It is unrealistic to expect a mobile ad hoc network to be fully connected, where
a node can communicate directly with every other node in the network.
Typically nodes must use a multihop path for transmission, and a packet may
traverse multiple nodes before reaching its destination.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows; Section 1.2 highlights the main
features and characteristics of MANETs. Section 1.3 introduces the major
challenges facing the application of MANETs. Section 1.4 lists some applications
of MANETs. Section 1.5 then moves to explain the motivation behind conducting
this research. Thesis statement is in section 1.6. Section 1.7 emphasises the
contributions of this work. Finally, section 1.8 summarises the chapter and links
it to the next chapter of this thesis.

1.2. Features and Characteristics of MANETs
MANETs have introduced new features in addition to the characteristics of
Wireless networks and LANs. Due to the new type of nodes and topologies,
MANETs have introduced many features.

4
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1. Distributed

Functionality:

a

MANET

distributes

the

control

and

communication mechanisms amongst nodes in such a manner that each node
has adequate tools to control and carry out the transmission of data [28]. For
example, the medium access protocol (MAC) used by nodes in a MANET uses a
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and a random independent backoff
timer to control the medium access through the use of Carrier Sense Multiple
Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) [59].
2. Node Independency: due to the distributed functionality in a MANET, each
node functions as a standalone station. A node is capable of transmitting data
to other nodes, receiving data from other nodes and routing data to
destinations or next hops [88]. Because of this independence, MANETs do not
use central control nodes. The ability to function without central control
enables the easy and fast deployment of MANETs [85].
3. Dynamic Network Topology: node mobility in a wireless network results in a
dynamic constantly changing topology [68]. The dynamic topology is a shared
feature of both infrastructure wireless networks and MANETs. Nodes in a
MANET move regardless of base stations and any fixed infrastructure.

1.3. Challenges of MANETs
Due to their wireless mobile nature, MANETs face a number of challenges. Such
challenges can significantly affect performance of the network. Most of the
challenges are also applicable to Infrastructure Wireless Networks. Examples of
these challenges are signal fading, noise and interference [15, 82 and 93]. In
5
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addition to these challenges, the following two main challenges face the usage
of MANETs.

A. Limited Network Resources: the two main vital resources for MANETs are
channel bandwidth and energy availability [61]. Nodes have to utilise the
channel in the best way to achieve the maximum successfully transmitted
data size possible. Moreover, mobile nodes must use batteries as their energy
sources. Therefore, a MANET must function in an approach that allows the
maximum performance using the limited battery lifetime [83].
B. Transmission Range: The transmission capabilities of nodes in a MANET are
limited by node’s transmission ranges. Any two nodes can only communicate
when they are within the transmission range of each other [25, 21]. If a node
is to communicate with another node outside its transmission range, a third
node must provide support and act as a router. For example, Figure 1.2
represents a simple MANET of 3 nodes A, B and C. If node A needs to transmit
a message to node C, the only possible way to perform the transmission is
through node B. Node B is referred to as a hop [87].

A

B

C

Figure 1.2: A basic MANET formed of three nodes
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1.4. Applications of MANETs
Due to their significantly less demanding deployment, MANETs are suitable for
application in several areas. Some of these include:

1) Mobile Voting [19]: a distributed ad hoc voting application, allows users
to instinctively vote on issues across a mobile network.

2) Military Operations [80]: Mobile networks can be used in a military
battlefield where different military units such as soldiers and vehicles can
communicate. This is useful because it is not always possible to setup an
infrastructure in such situations.

3) Civilian outdoor applications [57]: it is more suitable to have the ability
of communicating in outdoor activities without the need of the
infrastructure. In many civilian activities, MANETs are used as the main
setup. Examples of such situations are taxi networks, moving cars and
gatherings in any sport stadiums.

1.5. Motivation
In addition to factor like power consumption, an efficient backoff algorithm
should meet at least three requirements. A backoff algorithm should maximize
the total throughput of the network, minimize the delay of transmission, and
7
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finally, maintain a fair usage of the network among the transmitting nodes.
Existing algorithms need improvement in order to satisfy those three
characteristics.

The Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB) used in IEEE 802.11 protocol has the
problem of the possibility of one node monopolising the communication channel;
the last node that has successfully transmitted a packet has the best chance to
use the channel again, leaving other nodes in a starvation state. This is known as
the channel capture problem, and is directly related to the fairness of the
channel usage. Such a characteristic requires a new backoff algorithm to ensure
fairness in using the channel.

Improvements to the BEB are supposed to avoid using either too long or too short
backoff periods. Long backoff times lead to longer idle time for the network. On
the other hand, short backoff periods cause a heavy load on the channel because
of the increasing number of channel sensing activities.

BEB uses exponentially increasing backoff window sizes, leading to long backoff
periods after a small number of consecutive backoffs and hence, to long network
idle time. Therefore, new modifications must use smoother increments on CW.

Simulations of backoff algorithms using wired or fully connected wireless
network environments [39] cannot be trusted to indicate the behaviour of such
algorithms in MANETs. In MANETs, many factors need to be considered such as
mobility, channel bandwidth limitation and power consumption. A simulation for
8
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an ad hoc environment is a better way to obtain a trusted evaluation for backoff
algorithms if these algorithms are to be developed for such networks.

Current work use external factors along with local ones, in order to reduce the
effect of being unable to detect collisions perfectly. Moreover, existing work has
not studied the effect of some factors on the performance of backoff algorithms.
Examples of these factors are the number of nodes on the network, the degree
of mobility and traffic load.

1.6. Thesis Statement
The backoff mechanism dramatically affects the performance of the MAC
protocol, and hence the overall MANET performance. The backoff period is
directly related to nodes idle times. As a result, the standard exponential backoff scheme has been shown on many occasions to result in long packet delays
and low network throughput.

This thesis asserts that:

T1. Although there has been extensive research in the past on optimising the
backoff period for wired LANs (e.g. Ethernet) and wireless LANs (e.g.
wireless access points), there has been relatively little research activity for
wireless mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), which are characterised by
multi-hop routes, various degrees of node mobility and different traffic
operating conditions. This research analyses the performance of the
9
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backoff mechanism in the context of MANETs taking into consideration a
number of important system parameters, including the network size, node
mobility speed and traffic load.

T2. While most previous studies have suggested increasing the backoff period
after each transmission failure using linear or exponential increments, this
research proposes two new backoff algorithms, referred to here as
Optimistic Linear-Exponential Backoff (OLEB) and Pessimistic LinearExponential Backoff (PLEB) that combine different types of backoff
increment to fully exploit the inherent characteristics of MANETs.

T3. OLEB always attributes a transmission failure to a temporary link breakage.
For example, due to the sender or receiver being outside transmission
range. OLEB uses a linear increment for the backoff window for the first
few transmission attempts, determined by a fixed factor. After that, OLEB
uses exponential increments.

T4. PLEB always attributes a transmission failure to the presence of congestion
in the network, in particular over the shared wireless medium, which may
often require a long time to clear. PLEB increases the backoff window
exponentially for the first few transmission attempts; determined by a
fixed factor. After that, PLEB adopts a linear increment to avoid reaching
long backoff periods.

10
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1.7. Contributions
The aim of this research is to study and provide better solutions and mechanisms
for the problem of optimising backoff periods in order to achieve a better level
of performance. Moreover, this research aims at a better understanding of the
concept of backoff with the aim of developing even better solutions in the
future.

The contribution of this research starts with a group of extensive simulations of
the standard backoff algorithm suggested and used by IEEE 802.11. Moreover,
some modifications are applied to the standard BEB and then simulated to
produce results that would help to develop new backoff techniques. The
simulations performed aimed to study the effect of changing the increment and
decrement behaviours of backoff algorithms on network performance.

The second contribution of this work is the first backoff algorithm, namely the
Optimistic Linear-Exponential Backoff algorithm (OLEB). This first algorithm is
aimed to reduce the increment factor of backoff timer in order to avoid
redundant waiting time that might lead to wasting the scarce network resources.

The third contribution of this work is the second backoff algorithm, the
Pessimistic Linear-Exponential Backoff (PLEB), is proposed. In spite of the
extreme increments performed by this algorithm, network performance has
improved compared to the existing previous solutions for the network scenarios
presented in this research.
11
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1.8. Outline of the Thesis and Chapter Summary
The rest of this thesis is organised as follows, Chapter 2 covers the preliminaries
and basic concepts of backoff algorithms obtained from scanning the literature.
In order to achieve a better understanding of backoff algorithms, Chapter 3
performs intensive analysis and performance evaluation of some existing backoff
algorithms and some new variations suggested by this research as well. Chapter
4 introduces the Pessimistic Backoff algorithm along with the performance
analysis and evaluation extracted from experiments conducted. Chapter 5
presents the Optimistic Backoff algorithm. This chapter covers results and
introduces the analysis of these results. Finally, Chapter 6 lists future directions
of this work and concludes the thesis.

This chapter has introduced Mobile Ad Hoc Networks explaining features and
challenges of these networks. After the introduction, this chapter has provided a
look of the related work in the literature followed by the main motivations
behind conducting this research. Next, this chapter has continued to list the
thesis statements and has then moved to emphasize the contributions of this
thesis. Finally, this chapter has outlined this thesis.

The following chapter presents the main concepts and preliminaries and provides
the setup of experiments conducted in this work to complete the introductory
part of this thesis before Chapter 3 starts reporting experiments and analysing
results.

12
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Chapter 2.

Preliminaries

2.1. Introduction
In the field of computer networks, MANETs have become an attractive subject
for academics and researchers [76, 81, 40, 91, 51, 53 and 66]. This is also true
for mobile wireless networks. Moreover, MANETs have created a centre of
attention in commercial product development [2, 94, 78, 89, 44, 30 and 43]. A
main feature of MANETs is that they do not need to use fixed gateways for
packet routing. As an alternative, each mobile node is capable of functioning as
a sender, a receiver and a router so it maintains routes to other nodes in the
network. Supported by their flexible nature, MANETs are suitable for various
purposes and applications including conference meetings, electronic classroom,
and search-and-rescue operations.

The wireless medium used by MANETs has a number of problems related to it.
Examples of these problems are; bandwidth sharing, signal fading, noise,
interference, etc [62]. Moreover, the main sources of power in mobile nodes are
batteries. Taking into account that each node acts as a sender, a receiver and a
13
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router at the same time raises the possibility of breaking the connectivity of the
network whenever the battery of one node is fully consumed. Hence, designers
of a mobile ad hoc network should aim for minimum power consumption. With
such a shared medium, an efficient and effective MAC protocol is essential to
share the scarce bandwidth resource [77].

Medium access control protocol uses a backoff algorithm to avoid collisions when
more than one node is requesting access to the channel. Typically, only one of
the nodes has access to the channel, while other contending nodes enter a
backoff state for some period (BO) [38]. Based on the features mentioned above,
the design of the MAC protocol is a significant factor affecting performance of a
MANET.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows, Section 2.2 Describes the IEEE
802 protocol as the protocol used for wired networks and expanded to be used
for wireless networks. Section 2.3 introduces Backoff algorithms and, in order to
provide a better understanding, this section classifies backoff networks in order
to make it easier to study and improve backoff algorithms in general. Section 2.4
explores the Binary Exponential Backoff. Section 2.5 introduces related work
from literature. In order to justify the research methodology, section 2.6
discusses simulation approach and it’s suitability of this approach for studying
mobiles ad hoc networks. Section 2.7 summarises the chapter and links it to the
next chapter.
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2.2. IEEE 802.11
The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol [64] is an example of using both physical sensing
and RTS/CTS handshake mechanisms. 802.11 is actually defined as the standard
MAC and physical protocols for wireless LANs and is not specially designed for
multi-hop ad hoc networks [46]. The MAC sub layer consists of two core
functions: distributed coordination function (DCF) and point coordination
function (PCF) [41, 42].

DCF controls the medium accessing through the use of Carrier Sense Multiple
Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) and a random backoff time following
a busy medium period [10]. Carrier sense in CSMA/CA is performed both through
physical and virtual mechanisms [45]. If the medium is continuously idle for DCF
Interframe Space (DIFS) duration then it is allowed to transmit a frame. If the
channel is found busy during the DIFS interval, the station defers its
transmission.

In

addition

to

RTS/CTS

exchanges,

all

data

packet

receivers immediately send back positive acknowledgments (ACK packets) so
that the sender can schedule retransmission if no ACK is received. The RTS and
CTS packets used in DCF contain a Duration/ID field defining the period of time
that the channel is to be reserved for the transmission of the actual data packet
and the ACK packet. All other nodes overhearing either the RTS or CTS or both
set their virtual sense indicator, named as Network Allocation Vector (NAV) for
the channel reservation period as specified in RTS/CTS. Basically, a node can
access the channel only if no signal is physically detected and its NAV value
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becomes zero. The RTS/CTS mechanism in 802.11 can also be used in the
situations where multiple wireless networks utilizing the same channel overlap,
as the medium reservation mechanism works across the network boundaries
[12].

While DCF is designed for the asynchronous contention-based medium access,
the 802.11 MAC protocol also defines PCF, which is based on DCF and supports
allocation-based medium access in the presence of an Access Point (AP). An AP
plays the role of a point coordinator and polls each participating (called CFpollable) node in a round robin fashion to grant medium access on an allocation
basis. In 802.11, DCF and PCF are used alternatively if PCF is in effect.
Obviously, PCF is basically considered unsuitable for ad hoc networks because of
the lack of centralized control in such networks as discussed earlier. But the
major advantage of PCF is that it can guarantee maximum packet delay and thus
provide quality-of-service in a sense. For this reason, some researchers indeed
try to modify the PCF method to make it usable in ad hoc networks [4].

In spite of the problems mentioned above, the IEEE 802.11 standard has rapidly
gained in popularity because of its simplicity and ease of implementation. It is
actually now widely used in almost all test beds and simulations for the research
in ad hoc networks. Hence, it is more appropriate for this research to be based
on the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol.
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2.3. Backoff Algorithms
As mentioned earlier, mobile ad hoc networks have two major problems, the
shared wireless channel and power saving. When designing the network, these
two factors raise the need for an optimum usage of the medium via
implementing a suitable Backoff algorithm as a part of the MAC protocol. The
choice of the backoff technique affects the throughput and the delay over the
network. For an easier understanding of the general form of Backoff
functionality, this study divides Backoff algorithms into two main categories;
static and dynamic backoff algorithms.

2.3.1. Static Backoff Algorithms

Some researchers [18] have proposed using an optimal fixed value as backoff
period suggesting a backoff period of the form

𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑟 = 𝐼,

𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝐼 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟

2.1

In spite of the fact that the value of I can be carefully chosen depending on
many factors; such as the number of nodes in the network, having a fixed value
can work under a certain scenario for a specific network topology. In the case of
MANETs, the major challenges would be mobility and dynamic topology, i.e.
positions of nodes within the network area.
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2.3.2. Dynamic Backoff Algorithms

In the second type of backoff algorithms, backoff periods are changed depending
on many factors. The most common factor used is the result of last attempt of
transmission by the node requesting channel access. In general, dynamic backoff
algorithms deploy a customised version of the general formula 2.2. The input of
the formula is the current size of Contention Window (CW) and the result of this
formula is the new size of Contention Window (CW new). CWnew is limited between
a maximum value and a minimum value referred to as CWmax and CWmin
respectively. CWnew is used then to randomly choosing the value of Backoff timer
(BackoffTimer) according to formula (2.3)

Max f CW , CWmax , after successfull transmission
CWnew =

Min g CW , CWmin , after a collision.

2.2

Min h CW , CWmin , after hearing a collision

The

three

functions,

used

by

after

successful

the

backoff

f(CW),

g(CW)

algorithm

transmission,

a

to

and

h(CW)

calculate

collision

and

are
the

the
new

hearing

functions
CW

a

collision

at another node respectively.

BackoffTimer=b, b is random integer, CWmin <b< CWmax
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2.4. Binary Exponential Backoff algorithm (BEB):
The DCF of 802.11 MAC resolves the collisions applying a slotted binary
exponential backoff scheme [9].

According to BEB, when a node over the network has a packet to send, it first
senses the channel using a carrier sensing technique. If the channel is found to
be idle and not being used by any other node, the node is granted access to start
transmitting. Otherwise, the node waits for an inter-frame space and the
backoff mechanism is invoked. A random backoff time is chosen in the range [0,
CW-1]. A uniform random distribution is used here, where CW is the current
contention window size. The following equation is used to calculate the backoff
time (BackoffTimer):

𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑟 = 𝑏 𝑀𝑂𝐷 𝐶𝑊 × 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑏 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟

(2.4)

The backoff procedure is performed then by imposing a waiting period of length
BO on the node. Using the carrier sense mechanism, the activity of the medium
is sensed at every time slot. If the medium is found to be idle then the backoff
period is decremented by one time slot.

𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑟 − 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑡𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

(2.5)

So, according to IEEE 802.11, BEB uses a customized form of the general formula
(2.2) described before where;
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𝐶𝑊𝑛𝑒𝑤 =

31

, after successfull transmission

Min 2 × CW , CWmin

, after a collision.

CW

, after hearing a collision

2.6

If the medium is determined to be busy during backoff, then the backoff timer is
suspended. This means that backoff period is counted in terms of idle time slots.
Whenever the medium is idle for longer than an inter-frame space, backoff is
resumed. When backoff is finished with a BO value of zero, a transfer should
take place. If the node succeeds in sending a packet and receiving an
acknowledgment, the CW for this node is reset to the minimum, which is equal
to 31 in the case of BEB. If the transfer fails, the node starts another backoff
period after the contention window size is exponentially increased.

BEB sometimes is referred to as “The truncated BEB” [48]. This means that after
a certain number of increases, the exponentiation stops; i.e. the retransmission
timeout reaches a ceiling, and thereafter does not increase any further. The
ceiling is set at the 10th exponentiation, so the maximum delay is 1023 slot
times.

Since these delays cause other stations that are sending to collide as well, there
is a possibility that, on a busy network, hundreds of nodes are caught in a single
collision set. Because of this, after 16 attempts of transmission, the process is
aborted.
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BEB has a number of disadvantages. One major disadvantage is the problem of
fairness [23]. BEB tends to prefer the last contention winner and new contending
nodes to other nodes when allocating channel access. Backoff time is decided by
choosing a random backoff value from a contention window (CW) that has a
smaller size for new contending nodes and contention winners. This behaviour
causes what is known as “Channel capture effect” in the network [86]. Another
problem of BEB is stability. BEB has been designed to be stable for large number
of nodes. Studies have shown that it is not [26].

2.5. Related Work
The Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB) has been the earliest backoff algorithm
[58]. BEB has been used in Ethernet first and then was adopted as the standard
backoff algorithm for wireless networks [73]. Since its’ early days, BEB has
introduced challenges for wireless networks such as stability [27].

Many

proposed modifications to BEB have shown that BEB does not achieve the
maximum possible network throughput. This is demonstrated in Chapter 3 of this
thesis. The main point of attack on BEB has appeared because of the exponential
increment of the contention window size [65]. Research has proposed a modified
truncated version of BEB in which the CW has a maximum value and the
maximum number of increments is 16 [75]. However, research has reported the
same initial shortcomings [39]. [39] has suggested using a history variable that
represents the transmission failure history to decide backoff times. However,
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this mechanism did not change the basic operation originally used in BEB and has
not achieve a major improvement in performance.

One of the directions that research on backoff has followed is the introduction of
backoff optimisation based on network characteristics. [79] Has suggested that
the optimal backoff is based on the total number of nodes in the network. For
example, Tifour et al. in [79] have stated that, in 802.11 DCF, after each
successful transmission, the CW is reset to CWmin regardless of network
conditions such as the number of current competing nodes. They have proposed
the Neighbourhood Backoff Algorithm (NBA) suggesting that, for each number of
nodes (N), there is an optimal value of CW min under which the number of
collisions increases, leading to reducing the performance. Although this was an
improved backoff mechanism in terms of network throughput, the total number
of nodes in a network is not easily obtained in a dynamic environment such as a
wireless network because nodes join and leave the network frequently during a
network session. In a wireless network, nodes join and leave the network at no
predictable basis. Another characteristic of the network that researchers have
suggested to use is the traffic load on the network [90].

Z. Haas and J. Deng [18, 50 and 17] have been active in the field of backoff
mechanisms. They started by suggesting the Sensing Backoff Algorithm (SBA)
[18]. SBA has outperformed the Multiplicative Increased Linear Decrease backoff
(MILD) suggested in [8]. MILD is based on nodes hearing collisions of other nodes
over the network. After MILD, they developed an improved version of this
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backoff mechanism to achieve higher network performance levels. In [17] Haas
and Deng proposed the Linear Multiplicative Increase and Linear Decrease
(LMILD) backoff for use with the IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function.
According to the LMILD scheme, colliding nodes multiplicatively increase their
contention windows, while the other nodes overhearing the collisions increase
their contention windows linearly. After successful transmissions, all nodes
decrease their contention windows linearly. Preliminary study has shown the
LMILD scheme out-performs the BEB scheme deployed in the IEEE 802.11 MAC
standard and the MILD scheme over a wide range of network sizes.

The operation of the LMILD backoff algorithm for the IEEE 802.11 DCF scheme is
based on an additional piece of information available to network nodes in the
IEEE 802.11 WLANs. This additional information is the knowledge of the packet
collisions on the channel. When a node senses that the channel is busy for RTS
packet transmission time and the packet header is not detected and reported by
the physical layer, it knows that an RTS packet collision has taken place. The
senders of the colliding RTS packets become aware of the collision when the CTS
reply is not received before timeout occurs. In addition to this information,
nodes will also overhear successful packet transmissions.

In the LMILD scheme, each node experiencing an RTS collision increases its CW
by multiplying it by a factor (). Any node overhearing a collision with the help
of the above-mentioned technique increases its CW by (β) units. When a
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successful RTS transmission takes place, all nodes (including the sender, the
receiver, and all overhearing neighbours) decrease their CWs by β units.

The values of  and β control the speed of CWs increment in case of packet
collisions. Similarly, the value of β allows nodes to lower their CWs when a
successful channel access takes place. The goal of the LMILD scheme is to
dynamically maintain the CW values of all nodes close to the optimum CW value,
which maximizes the throughput of the IEEE 802.11 network given a fixed
number of competing nodes.

In the LMILD scheme, the failed senders increase their CWs multiplicatively,
while neighbouring nodes increase their CWs linearly. Upon successful
transmission of an RTS packet, which will most likely result in a successful DATA
packet transmission, every node decreases its CW linearly. The β parameter
allows non-colliding nodes to react to packet collisions on the shared channel;
similar to the way they react to successful transmissions on the shared channel
with parameter β. Haas and Deng have reported in their published work that the
knowledge of collisions over the network is not complete. This supports the
argument of this research about the difficulty of knowledge acquiring in a
dynamic wireless environment.

In addition to the knowledge acquired about the total number of nodes and not
being tested under ad hoc environment, LMILD has assumed that all neighbouring
nodes are able to detect the existence of collisions perfectly. This might not be
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true in a practical IEEE 802.11 WLANs, where other devices, such as Bluetooth
devices, share the frequency band. The neighbouring nodes could fail to detect
the collided packets due to channel fading or they could mistake other signals as
packet collisions. These misdetection and false positive problems may affect the
performance of the LMILD scheme.

On the other hand, researchers have proposed new modifications on resetting
the CW size after a successful transmission. Instead of resetting CW to the
minimum value as suggested by BEB, [74] have proposed using an exponential
decrement for CW. Although this modification has reduced the channel capture
effect related to BEB, the proposed backoff mechanism has been outperformed
in both network throughput and packet delay by many other modifications such
as the LMILD mentioned above [74].

2.6. Research Methodology
This section explains the main points related to the methodology of conducting
this research. Such points include the selected testing methods in contrast with
other possible methods and the justification of selecting them. Moreover, this
section describes the environments and scenarios used to test the mechanisms
addressed by this work. The description includes the main elements of the
environment along with the justification of choices made.
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2.6.1. Assumptions

Over the course of this work, extensive simulations will be presented. The
simulations conducted assume the following points unless stated otherwise.



For the full length of simulation, nodes have sufficient power supply. At
no point of the simulation lifetime a node goes offline because of lack or
power.



External network interference or noise does not exist. All the data that
exist in the network is originated from within the network.



Each node is equipped with a transmitter/receiver, or transceiver, IEEE
802.11 devices.



The number of nodes over the network is constant for the length of
simulation time. No nodes join nor leave the network for the duration of
simulation.

2.6.2. Justification of the Method of Study

After deciding the domain of this study, being performance analysis and
development of backoff algorithms for MANETs, the early stages of this research
required making the decision of the methodology to use in order to test,
measure and evaluate mechanisms and techniques subject to study over the
course of this research. This section briefly discusses the different possible
methods of research on networks and explains the choice of simulation as the
appropriate method of study for the purpose of this work. Moreover, this section
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justifies the use of NS-2 as the selected simulator, and furthermore, provides
information on the procedures followed in order to reduce the possibility of
simulation errors.

Network research can be conducted using one of the three common
methodologies. The list of possible choices consists of simulation, analytical
modelling and test-beds. After careful consideration, simulation was found to be
the suitable method of study in this research.

When this research work was undertaken, one option to consider was analytical
modelling. In the case of multihop MANETs, analytical modelling is considerably
coarse in nature which made it unsuitable to aid the study of backoff algorithms
with a reasonable degree of accuracy. It is necessary to understand that, in a
mobile network, many factors are involved in developing an analytical model
where the relations between these factors are still not perfectly understood.
Such factors include mobility speed, traffic load and network size. Moreover, the
exact effects of each factor on network performance are not accurately decided
making it even more justifiable to use simulation to study mobile networks.
However, it should be mentioned that understanding of multi-hop wireless
communications has improved during the period of this research. The
incorporation of factors resulted from such an improved modelling-oriented
research of multihop networks is left as a part of the future work of this
research.
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The last alternative to simulation considered was using a test-bed. According to
the planned course of work for this research, a large number of networks were
to be studied. In the case of test-beds, the possible setup is restricted by the
physical structure and availability of components. It is true that using a test-bed
provides realistic observation of any technique studied. However, the cost and
complication of setting the test-bed up have reduced the feasibility of using
them in this work. As a trade-off between the accurate realistic feedback of
test-beds and the complete outcome of an analytical model, simulation has been
chosen as the suitable methodology for this study.

The selection of research methodology is inadequate to start the experiments
conducted by this research. One more choice that had to be made was the
particular simulator to use in order to run simulations. The convenient choice
was to use the popular NS-2 simulator. NS-2 is a discrete event simulator
targeted at networking research. NS-2 provides extensive support for simulation
of TCP, routing, and multicast protocols over wired and wireless (local and
satellite) networks [56, 22]. NS-2 has been extensively used in this work. It has
been chosen primarily because it is a proven simulation tool utilised in several
previous MANET studies as well as in other network studies. Moreover, NS-2 has
been the simulator used in research carried out on backoff algorithms. [47] has
performed a survey of 2200 published papers on MANETs. Over 44% of the papers
in the survey have used NS-2 as the simulation tool. Figure 2.1 presents the
percentages of using different simulators.
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Figure 2.1: Simulator usage in 2200 published papers on MANETs [27]

It is a basic requirement to customise the simulator to meet the needs of this
research and to deploy the suggested mechanisms and techniques. During the
process of developing modifications to the simulator, special care was taken in
order to guarantee that the algorithms implemented would function as designed
and that the simulator would not exhibit unwanted side-effects; this has been
accomplished through thorough use of the validation suite provided as a part of
NS-2. Moreover, careful piecemeal testing of implemented features has been
performed. Furthermore, real-life implementations of protocol features, such as
the routing agent, were included in the simulations conducted by this research,
in order to achieve an approximation that is as close as possible to real system
behaviour.

2.6.3. Simulation Parameters

As for the simulation scenarios used in the performance analysis, this work uses
three different values for each of the factors considered in this research:
namely, the number of nodes, mobility speed, and traffic load. The number of
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nodes has been set to 10, 50 and 100 nodes. These values of network size
combined with the traffic loads used and by controlling the number of traffic
sources assure testing for different network loads. Moreover, M. Bani Yassein et
al [95] have reported that that average number of neighbours for this network
area and mobility model are approximately 5, 10 and 22 for networks of 10, 50
and 100 nodes respectively. These average numbers of neighbours for 100 nodes
combined with the traffic load assure covering the maximum number of CW size
increments which is 16. For these two reasons, the maximum network size
chosen for this research is 100 nodes. The used values reflect the different
network size ranging from a small meeting room with 10 nodes, to a classroom of
50 mobile nodes up to the size of a conference location with 100 nodes. [99]
Have reported that two network scenarios are equivalent if the parameters in
both scenarios have the same values in terms of transmission range R. According
to the IEEE 802.11 1997 [100] specification, the transmission range is 20 m. The
area used in this work is 4R, R is 250 m, therefore, this scenario is equivalent to
an IEEE 802.11 1997 standard network working in an area of (80x80) m 2. This
area fits the used example of a conference location and, in some cases, large
lecture theatres. Moreover, the chosen values are used to mirror the evaluation
held in the literature to measure the performance of existing backoff algorithms
[48, 38, 94, 17] and are summarised below in Table 2.1.

S. Papanastasiou [96] has reported that the most frequent path length is
approximately 4 hops for similar area. At a transmission range of 250 m, the
minimum distance to cover this number of hops is a 1000 m, hence the
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(1000x1000) m2 network area. Random Waypoint was used in [96] and the results
have been obtained regardless of node distribution. Moreover, the same point
has been investigated in [98]. In [98], Random Waypoint was tested for minimum
hop count for 50 nodes in a square area. Results in [98] reported that, for 10
m/s, the hop count is approximately 4 hops.

In the case of mobility speed, this research uses a speed of 1 m/s to simulate
human walking speed, a speed of 4 m/s for human running speed and 10 m/s
speed to simulate a moving vehicle. The same treatment has been given to the
value of traffic load to deploy different levels of load on the network in order to
obtain a thorough insight on the performance behaviour of our proposed
algorithm.

Table 2.1: A Summary of Simulation parameters

Parameter
Transmitter range
Bandwidth
Simulation time
Pause time
packet size
Topology size
Number of nodes
Maximum speed

Value
250 meters
2 Mbps
900 seconds
0 seconds
512 bytes
10001000 m2
10, 50 and 100
1,4 and 10 m/s

Constant Bit Rate (CBR) [1] allows very tight control over the bandwidth in use at
any moment. Therefore, this work uses CBR traffic rates of 1 packet/s, 20
packets/s and 100 packets/s in the simulations conducted. It is worth
mentioning here that, the space of possible values of the simulation parameters
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is theoretically unlimited. The only limitations apply to such space are time and
computation power.

2.6.4. The Mobility Model

Simulating MANETs requires a thorough coverage of all aspects of the network
protocol used. In order to simulate a mobile network, any conduction of
research on mobile networks has to consider a mobility model for the nodes.
Research on computer networks has used many suggested mobility models [11].
The random waypoint mobility model [7] is one of the most popular mobility
models in MANET research and it is a focal point of relatively heavy research
activity [70, 5, 60, 35, 6, 36, 34, 11].

As seen in Figure 2.2, the model starts by defining the network topology as being
a collection of nodes that are placed randomly within a confined simulation
space that is also known as the simulation area. After that, each node randomly
selects a destination within the simulation area and travels towards it with some
speed, s m/s. Once it has reached the destination, the node pauses for a
predefined time, referred to as simulation mobility pause time, before it
chooses another destination and repeats the process until end of simulation
time.
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Figure 2.2: Sample movements of Random Way Point mobility model for node P

The node speed of each node is specified according to uniformly distributed
values between 0 and Vmax, where Vmax is the maximum speed parameter. Pause
time and Vmax are both constants and are fed into the simulator as parameters.
In the initial use of the random waypoint model for evaluation [70], an increase
in mobility was simulated by increasing the maximum speed parameter or
decreasing the pause time.

Other mobility models suggested for research on wireless networks include a
variation of the Random Waypoint called Random Waypoint on the Border
(RWPB) [33]. In this model, the initial distribution of nodes is near the borders of
the simulation area. Another model is the Markovian Waypoint Model (MWP)
[34]. MWP adds the restriction of the next destination depending on the current
position of the node.
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In this work, Random Waypoint has been selected as the mobility model for
many reasons. First, this work aims to study the performance of MANETs under
the effects of a limited set of parameters in order to allow an acceptable degree
of control over the experiments while assuring the exclusion of side effects of
the complexities introduced by any other aspects of the experiments such as the
mobility model. Secondly, this work studies the network parameters for more
general environments. This point can be missed by using a mobility model
developed for specific network scenarios. Thirdly, Random Waypoint has been
used by existing research considered in this thesis. Therefore, it has been
selected to mirror related work for comparison purposes. Finally, up until the
point where this research has started, no realistic mobility models have been
suggested to reflect real life mobile networks.

2.6.5. Performance Measurements

In this work, the analysis measures the performance using two different criteria
that directly relate to backoff mechanisms.



Total network throughput: this is the total data successfully received at a
time unit and measured in multiples of Bytes per Second (bps).



Average packet delay: this is the average of total delays faced by packets
between source and destination and measured in milliseconds (ms).

This thesis presents the results gathered from simulations using 95% confidence
intervals. Figures throughout this work contain error bars to represent errors in
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measurements. However, error bars might not exist in some figures for clarity
and representation purposes.

2.7. Summary and Link to Next Chapter
This chapter has described backoff algorithms and their basic operation in order
to give a proper introduction to the research of this thesis. The chapter has also
provided a general overview of backoff algorithms. It has then provided
justification of the research methodology and the explanation of using NS-2
simulations as the method of study in this research. Moreover, this chapter has
discussed the simulation parameters used in the network scenarios studied in
this work. Finally, this chapter has provided a description of network mobility
models and then a closer look at the random waypoint mobility model.

After introducing preliminaries and basic background in chapters 1 and 2, the
next chapter introduces performance analysis of backoff algorithms aiming to
build the basic understanding of factors affecting functionality of backoff
algorithms in order to draw guidelines for developing backoff algorithms.
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Chapter 3.

Performance Analysis of Backoff

Algorithms for MANETs

3.1. Introduction
Backoff algorithms have been suggested in the literature for collision avoidance
and to increase the utilisation of network resources. In most backoff algorithms,
the backoff timer is chosen from a contention window (CW). The size of CW is
changed according to the outcome of last attempt of transmission. A failure of
transmission leads to increasing the size of CW while a successful transmission
leads to a reduction of the size of CW.

Existing studies [90, 18] have shown that changing the exact behaviour of
increasing or decreasing CW has a great impact on the performance of the
backoff algorithm. Many suggested algorithms [50, 17 and 79] have been shown
to achieve better performance than the standard Binary Exponential Backoff
(BEB) implemented by the IEEE 802.11 protocol. However these studies have not
taken into account a number of important factors which could significantly
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affect the performance of a real MANET. These include traffic load, number of
nodes participating in the network (referred to as network size in this thesis),
and node mobility speed. So far, there has not been any study that analyses the
effects of these factors on the performance of a backoff algorithm in MANETs. As
an attempt to fill this gap, this chapter conducts an extensive performance
analysis of backoff algorithms for MANETs under various operating traffic
conditions, network sizes and mobility scenarios.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 describes the setup
of simulation experiments used in this chapter. Section 3.3 provides the
simulation results along with the performance analysis. Finally, section 3.4
concludes the chapter.

In order to gain a good understanding of the performance behaviour of backoff
algorithms, this research suggests studying two aspects of the backoff algorithm.
Firstly, the increment behaviour needs to be examined. The method used by the
backoff mechanism to increase CW size directly affects the balance between
reducing the number of attempts to access the channel and reducing channel
idle time. Successful collision avoidance will only be possible if adequate time is
allowed between any two consecutive attempts to access the channel. On the
other hand, a backoff algorithm should avoid unnecessarily long backoff periods.
Imposing a long backoff period on a node is directly related to network idle time
since the traffic flowing over the network is often unpredictable.
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Secondly, the decrement behaviour after successful transmissions is also a major
factor that needs to be explored. The backoff algorithm has to decide the
reaction of a successful transmission since this decision affects the chances of
nodes winning the next contention over the network. Balance should be
maintained between extremely long and extremely short new values of CW.
Moreover, resetting the counters to an initial value after a successful
transmission has been proved undesirable [79]; a node that has successfully
transmitted a message has a small window size afterwards. Therefore, this node
generates smaller backoff values leading to a higher possibility of winning the
next contention over the channel.

3.2. The Increment Behaviour
To provide a closer look at the effect of the increment behaviour in backoff
algorithms, simulation experiments have been conducted using three different
increment formulas; a logarithmic, a Fibonacci based and the standard
exponential used by the standard IEEE 802.11. Both the Logarithmic and the
Fibonacci algorithms are proposed by this study: their definitions and
motivations are discussed below. Figure 3.1 shows the behaviour of the three
increment formulas used in this chapter. In the figure, the size of CW, measured
in time slots, is plotted against number of iterations. The iteration number is the
number of consecutive transmission failures. As seen in the figure, the three
increment behaviours are used in a manner that allows more than one aspect of
the problem to be addressed. First, including the exponential increment is the
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way to study the standard backoff algorithm used by current networks in
practice in order to assess its applicability for MANETs. Second, the Logarithmic
backoff algorithm represents a backoff algorithm in which CW is increased by
larger steps, compared to the standard, to examine the effect of an extreme
increment on network behaviour. Using such large increment steps leads to
longer waiting times. However, including this algorithm helps to address the
possibility of achieving higher performance in terms of throughput and delay in
spite of the fact that a waste of network time is implied. The third increment
behaviour used in this research, being Fibonacci Backoff, is a more optimistic
algorithm. This backoff algorithm expects the transmission failure to be resolved
in a short time. Therefore, smaller increments are applied aiming on addressing
the possibility of achieving even higher network performance and preserving
network resources represented by network lifetime. The figure shows that the
logarithmic increment is the largest and the Fibonacci increment is the smallest
between the three increment behaviours used.

Figure 3.1 Three increment behaviours
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3.2.1. The Logarithmic Backoff Algorithm

The first variant of increment behaviour used in this research is a logarithmic
based increment backoff algorithm. According to this scheme, the new
Contention Window (CW) is calculated using the following formula;

CWnew = Log10 CW × CW

(3.1)

By using formula 3.1, the logarithmic algorithm results in larger increment of
CW, compared to increments applied by BEB (according to formula 3.2), leading
to longer backoff periods.

CWnew = 2 × CW

(3.2)

This change of the increment factor is achieved by deriving it from the logarithm
of the current value of CW. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the basic functionality of
the Logarithmic backoff algorithm (LOG). In the figure, DIFS refers to the DCF
inter frame space as mentioned in the table of abbreviations.

Figure 3.2 Logarithmic Backoff Algorithm
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3.2.2. Fibonacci Based Backoff Algorithm

Most backoff algorithms [31, 38] suffer from a common deficiency due to their
inherent operations. Increasing the size of CW in case of failure to transmit
tends to rapidly increase the size of CW to even larger sizes. Reaching such large
window sizes decreases the expected wait time for a given node to access to the
shared medium. Moreover, a large window size tends to contribute to increasing
channel idle times, leading to a major waste in the shared channel bandwidth.
Motivated by this above observation, we propose a new backoff algorithm to
improve performance.

The well-known Fibonacci series is defined by the following formula [63]:

fib n = fib n − 1 + fib n − 2 , fib 0 = 0, fib 1 = 1, n ≥ 0

(3.2)

This series has a number of interesting characteristics. Amongst these
characteristics is a special value called the golden section property [67]; the
golden section property is obtained by calculating the ratio between every two
successive terms in the Fibonacci series. Figure 3.3 illustrates this property.
After a certain number of terms, the ratio converges to a limit of
1+ 5
≈ 1.618
2
In our proposed algorithm, we have used fib(n) described in formula 3.2 as the
new size of CW, leading to reducing the increment factor when more
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transmission failures take place and hence introducing smaller increment on
large window sizes.
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Figure 3.3 Ratio of successive Fibonacci terms.

Figure 3.4 Fibonacci Backoff Algorithm

It is important to mention here that, the purpose of this chapter is neither to
find the optimal value of the Backoff timer nor to determine the optimal
behaviour of changing the size of CW. This chapter compares three variations of
backoff algorithms in order to provide indications towards choosing the optimal
behaviours. In other words, this chapter is to study the effect of changing the
values of these parameters on performance levels of backoff algorithms. It is a
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fact that MANETs introduce the challenge of dynamic network topology with
parameters such as mobility. Having this in mind, it is a relatively difficult task
to choose an optimal Backoff strategy applicable to all possible variants of a
network topology.

3.2.3. Simulation Setup

The backoff algorithms addressed in this chapter have been evaluated using the
NS-2 version 2.29 network simulator [56]. The original standard MAC protocol has
been modified to implement the variations of the backoff algorithms.
Modifications have mainly targeted the mathematical formulas used to calculate
new CW sizes. Several topologies and mobility scenarios have been created to
test the algorithm as intensively as possible. In order to provide a clearer view
of the performance of each backoff mechanism, tests must use a wide range of
parameter values. It is true that some values in these ranges lie outside the
domain of most anticipated real-life applications of MANET technologies.
However, restricting the tests to such scenarios reduces the domain and size of
information that can be extracted in this work.

In order to assess the performance of different backoff mechanisms, values of
mobility speed, traffic rate and network size had to be fed into the simulator.
Firstly, the tests have used variable values for the total number of nodes in the
network. Simulations have been carried out for networks having total number of
nodes varying between 20 and 100 mobile nodes. These values have been chosen
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to represent as many network scenarios as possible. Moreover, these values are
used to reflect the parameter values commonly used in the literature [48, 38, 94
and 17]. Mirroring existing work does not in itself justify the choices of
parameter values. However, using the same values helps in comparisons with
previous research. On the other hand, specific real life scenarios form the next
step of research on backoff algorithms in MANETs after studying the effect of the
largest value space possible and gathering enough evidence of the best backoff
behaviours to be used for each different value of the parameters used in this
work.

Secondly, in order to address the main challenge of MANETs, this work has used
different scenarios with different values for mobility speed. The mobility model
is another element needs to be set to decide the pattern of movement directions
of nodes. All the nodes move according to the random way point model
described in Chapter 2 [36].

Testing for speed values, ranging from 2 m/s to 20 m/s has given useful
information concerning the efficiency of the proposed algorithms for both slow
and highly mobile MANETs as well. It is unlikely to have such large difference of
speed in the same single scenario. However, this work addresses networks with
different speeds as separate standalone networks and does not deal with these
networks as simultaneously coexisting in the same area.
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Other simulation parameters are also set in this work. The first parameter is the
area of the network field. We have chosen the area to be 1000m×1000m. Typical
node transmission range is 250 m. The traffic generated by nodes is CBR traffic.

Simulation Time

Simulation runtime is one of the major factors to be decided before conducting
simulations. Many issues have to be considered in setting simulation time. The
following points address these issues.



In order to reach an environment suitable for reliable data collection,
simulation should allow enough time for the network to stabilize. In [97],
a survey of mobility models has been conducted. Results have shown that,
when calculating the average percentage of neighbours of a mobile node
as an indicator of network stability, this percentage changes dramatically
for simulation times up to 600 s. The situation starts to have less change
after the 600s [97]. This can be seen in Figure 3.5. Based on these results,
simulation times longer than 600 seconds allow more stable network.
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Figure 3.5 Average Mobile Nodes Neighbour Percentage vs. simulation Times for
Random Waypoint mobility model [97].



The increase of simulation time increases the accuracy of extracted
results. However, after a certain point, the improvement on result
accuracy becomes small enough, within a certain error margin, to stop
increasing simulation time. In the preliminary work for this thesis,
simulations with runtimes between 100 and 1000 seconds have been
conducted. For each of these simulation times, the percentages of change
on the number of both sent and received packets have been recorded.
Results have shown that these percentages drop to 10% and bellow for
simulation times equal to or longer than 800 seconds with no major change
of this percentage beyond this time. Figure 3.6 demonstrates the results of
these conducted simulations.
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Figure 3.6 Simulation time vs. Percentage of change in number of sent and received
packets.

In addition to the change in number of packets, the error of actual data
compared to the final result of network throughout reaches 5% after 800
seconds as seen in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 Simulation time vs. Result error margin



Computation power is a major factor in researches similar to this work.
Increasing simulation time directly leads to increasing actual runtime.
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Since time and computation power are both limited, simulation time
should not be redundantly long.

Depending on the discussion above, it has been decided that simulation time
must be longer than 800 seconds in order to obtain acceptable results to be
presented in this work. Moreover, simulation time should not be significantly
longer than the 800 seconds in order to save computation power and time.
Therefore, simulations in this work have been run for 900 seconds. The
simulations have been left to run for a warm up period before counting the 900
seconds. This means that the 900 s time was used for simulation time but not for
warm up time.

Table 3.1 summarizes simulation parameters for this chapter. The rest of
simulation parameters have the same values as in Table 2.1 introduced earlier in
Chapter 2.

Table 3.1, Summary of the parameters used in the simulation experiments.

Parameter

Value

Number of node

20,30,...,100

Maximum speed

2,..., 20 m/s

Traffic Rate

10 Packets/s

After running the experiments, the results have been analysed and presented in
the following set of figures. Figure 3.8.A shows throughput of a network size of
20 nodes. Network traffic rate is 10 packets per second. Figure 3.8.B represents
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throughput for 30 nodes at the same other scenario parameters. The three
algorithms are referred to as BEB for the Binary Exponential Backoff, LOG for the
Logarithmic Backoff and FIB for the Fibonacci Backoff. The three algorithms use
the same decrement behaviour as the standard BEB.

Figure 3.8 Network throughputs vs. mobility speed for LOG, BEB and FIB at traffic rate
of 10 packets/s

According to the results, both LOG and FIB improve the total network throughput
when compared to the standard BEB. However, considering the difference
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between the two increment behaviours implemented in the two algorithms
reveals two observations. First, the performance improvement indicates that the
increment behaviour used by BEB produces sizes of CW that are not optimal for
MANETs simulated by the set of experiments. Secondly, as predicted earlier,
using larger increment steps proposed by LOG achieves higher total network
throughput. When the number of nodes is increased, the contention is higher to
gain access to the channel. Because of the larger amount of increment on the
window size, a larger size of data was successfully received by nodes over the
network. Presumably, it spreads retries out and reduces chances of further
collisions. The same enhancement is noticed even while increasing mobility
speed. The figure suggests that the lines representing throughput for the three
mechanisms would cross at some point. However, this cross will be in abnormal
mobility speed at which the network throughput might drop because of
transmission failures due to extremely high mobility speed.

One of the major obstacles in the way of developing a MAC protocol for MANETs
is mobility. Having a long backoff value allows the node to move outside the
transmission range before being allowed to retry accessing the channel. With
FIB, the ceiling of backoff periods is controlled to prevent extremely long
backoff periods. This can be seen in Figure 3.8.B where the throughput drops for
LOG at high mobility speed but does not do so with FIB and BEB where the CW
sizes are smaller in comparison with the sizes that LOG produces.
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To establish a deep understanding of the improvement achieved by FIB and LOG,
this work has studied the performance under multiple values of speed. Figure
3.9 depicts the same conclusions about total network throughout for different
network sizes of 40 and 50 nodes under different values of speed. In general,
total throughput is expected to increase by increasing network size. The three
algorithms exhibit the same trends. The same conclusions can be derived for
most of the scenarios simulated in this work.

Figure 3.9 Network throughputs vs. mobility speed for LOG, BEB and FIB at traffic rate
of 10 packets/s
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Increasing node speed for a fixed network size affects network performance the
same way increasing network size, which is the number of nodes over the
network, does. Again, LOG and FIB have improved the total throughput as seen
in Figure 3.10. However, by using larger increment of contention window size,
LOG has made it less possible for a high speed node to access the channel before
leaving the transmission range.

Figure 3.10 Network throughputs vs. mobility speed for LOG, BEB and FIB with 100
nodes at traffic rate of 10 packets/s
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Figure 3.11 Average packet delays of LOG, BEB and FIB for 10 nodes and traffic rate of
10 packets/s
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Simulations have also studied the effect of mobility speed on average packet
delay. BEB exponential increment causes longer idle time increasing the average
delay over the network. Moreover, using a faster increment rate suggested by
LOG also increases the average network delay. As seen in Figure 3.11, FIB has
reduced average delay compared to BEB and LOG. At this small network size,
both values generated by LOG and FIB are smaller than the values generated by
BEB. Moreover, the small network size entails smaller numbers of collisions and,
hence, increments do not reach high values. For all of the three algorithms in
this figure, average packet delay increases with speed. Higher mobility speeds
lead to changes in network topology which means that routes and neighbours
change at higher rates. This change might lead to longer waiting times and
higher contention levels.

Figure 3.12 provides average delay for a network of 20 nodes. At this network
size, BEB still has the higher delay than LOG and FIB. In Figure 3.13, the network
size is increased to 30 nodes. At larger network sizes, LOG backoff algorithm has
longer average delay than FIB and BEB. It is seen in the figure that the average
network delay is more affected by speed for BEB and LOG. The smaller
increments used by FIB reduce the sharpness of increment on average delay
when the number of nodes is increased to 30. However, as seen in Figure 3.11,
average delay increases faster at 10 m/s. This is particularly true for BEB and
LOG. At higher speeds, the large CW sizes produced by LOG and BEB allow nodes
to leave the transmission ranges leading to a need of more time to re-establish
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the links while packets are waiting for transmission. The same observation is
made for 40 nodes as seen in Figure 3.14. The increased number of nodes leads
to higher number of collisions. Therefore, the larger increments that LOG
suggests produce longer average delay.
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Figure 3.12 Average network delays of LOG, BEB and FIB for 20 nodes and traffic rate
of 10 packets/s

Figure 3.13 Average network delays of LOG, BEB and FIB for 30 nodes at 10 packets/s.
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Figure 3.14 network delays of LOG, BEB and FIB for 40 nodes and traffic rate of 10
packets/s

When considering the simulation results, a change of the increment behaviour of
a backoff algorithm directly affects network performance measured by the total
throughput. According to the results, using larger increment steps increases the
total network throughput. Having such an impact is justifiable since longer
backoff times lead to less collisions, and hence to a higher possibility of a
successful transmission. However, a backoff period should not just increase
network throughput. It is an established fact that longer backoff timers lead to
longer network delay. Therefore, a trade-off between improving network total
throughput

and

maintaining

lower

average

packet

delay

controls

the

development of any new backoff mechanism. On the other hand, using an
increment behaviour that assures smaller increment steps, represented by the
Fibonacci backoff (FIB) algorithm here, also increases network throughput. The
increment of backoff times in FIB insures preserving the fundamental purpose of
backoff algorithms, yet reduces network delay by cutting down node idle time
while in a backoff state. To sum up, experiments performed in this section have
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indicated that using larger increments on CW size after a transmission failure
produce significantly higher network throughput. However, the cost of larger CW
sizes is longer delay. Moreover, this work has introduced the possibility of using
smaller increment steps for backoff periods in case of transmission failure which
slightly improves network throughput and, at the same time, reduces average
packet delay.

It is worth mentioning here that it is unexpected for both larger and smaller
increments to achieve higher network throughput. Although the smaller
increments introduced by FIB increase network throughput, the difference in
performance between FIB and BEB is significantly smaller than the difference
between BEB and LOG. This indicates that the improvement on network
throughput reflected in the results of this chapter does not certainly prove that
smaller increments are more suitable for backoff algorithms. Moreover, the
results gathered from simulations have 95% confidence interval. Therefore, the
obvious and more certain result is that larger increments are better for the
network scenarios addressed in this work, in terms of network throughput.

3.3. The Decrement Behaviour
In the case of a successful transmission, the contention window is reduced or
reset to the initial value for the case of the standard BEB. When deciding the
decrement behaviour of a backoff algorithm, a balance should exist between
two sides of the formula. Firstly, a fast sudden decrement will lead to the
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channel capture effect as mentioned causing the performance of the network to
degrade since the total throughput is decided by the traffic initiated by the
channel capturing node. Moreover, leaving other nodes on long backoff times
leads to longer idle times, and hence increases average packet delay. Secondly,
slow decrement behaviour causes the network to have longer redundant waiting
time. This is particularly true when a node can access the channel after multiple
transmission failures.

In order to test the effect of decrement behaviour on the performance of a
MANET this work presents another set of simulations where different versions of
LOG have been evaluated. Suggested decrement formulas vary from applying
decrement steps as small as 2 time slots, to the extreme of resetting the
contention window to an initial value of 31 which resembles the decrement
behaviour of the standard BEB. Table 3.2 summarises the different versions of
LOG used where g(BO) is the formula used upon successful transmission as
explained in Chapter 2. Moreover, to gain a better understanding of the
decrement behaviour, simulations have been performed for a number of network
scenarios.
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Table 3.2 CW decrement formulas used in the five versions of LOG.

Version
LOG1
LOG2
LOG3
LOG4
LOG5

Decrement formula
g (CW) = 31
g (CW) = CW - 2
g (CW) = CW – 4
g (CW) = CW - 8
g (CW) = CW / 2

While assessing the effect of the decrement behaviour, results have shown that
using larger decrement steps increases the throughput of the network. Figure
3.15 shows the total network throughput for a network of 10 nodes. By reducing
the CW size after a successful transmission, the size of this decrement decides
the probability of the node winning the next contention. As seen in Figure 3.15,
using half the size of current CW as the new CW, represented by LOG 5,
produces the best network throughput in comparison with the other decrement
formulae evaluated. The decrement used in LOG 5 prevents channel monopoly
by contention winners and, at the same time, reduces the possible value that
will be used for the next backoff timer. This confirms and supports the argument
that small decrement steps result in worse network performance because of the
redundant network idle time. It is worth mentioning here that the same
conclusion is valid for other network sizes. The figures have not been included
here to avoid unnecessary repetition of observations.
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Figure 3.15 Total network throughputs for a network of 10 nodes.

The improvement in the total throughput is inversely related to the new size of
CW. Results also show the same behaviour for networks of larger number of
nodes. However, the large decrement should not be as extreme as resetting to
the initial CW value. Therefore, a point of balance exists to decide how large
the decrement should be without causing the channel capture effect.

The task of deciding this point of balance is affected by the characteristics of a
MANET such as mobility and network size. However, as the purpose of this
chapter is to gather indicators on the effect of decrement and increment
behaviours, the investigation of the centre of balance between large decrement
steps and channel capture effect is left for the future work of this research.

The use of different decrement steps than the reset used in the standard BEB
introduces some added delay in the network. Once again, it is the trade-off
between network throughput and average packet delay. This is shown in Figure
3.16. However, when using larger decrement steps, average packet delay is
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shorter for larger network sizes. In small network sizes, the small number of
nodes reduces contention. Therefore, smaller decrement leaves CW sizes larger
than necessary which leads to redundant waiting times. On the other hand, with

Figure 3.16 Average packet delay for five versions of LOG backoff at different mobility
speeds
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large number of nodes, the media is more likely to be in demand by many nodes.
This means that the longer waiting times caused by the new decrement
behaviours are not necessarily network idle times. In this figure, LOG1 uses the
reset-to-initial upon successful transmission. Therefore, the channel capture
effect leads to longer waiting times for the contention losers. The figure also
shows that larger decrement steps lead to shorter delays. Moreover, the average
packet delay in this work is calculated for successfully delivered packets only
and, as seen in results throughout this thesis, the number of delivered packets is
lower at high traffic rates. Therefore, the average packet delay is generally
lower at high traffic loads. As seen in the figures, average delay drops at the
load of 20, 10 and 10 packets/s for mobility speeds of 1, 5 and 10 m/s
respectively. Moreover, average packet delay is longer for mobility speeds of 5
and 10 m/s. The higher speed causes packets to face longer delay due to the
changing network topology.

To recapitulate, larger decrement steps of contention windows upon successful
transmission achieve higher network throughput for the network scenarios
simulated. Moreover, with larger decrement of contention window size, nodes
converge quickly to the same range of backoff values leading to higher
contention and higher delay.
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3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, simulations have been performed to study the effects of
changing backoff algorithms on network performance. Changes applied to the
algorithms modify increment behaviour upon a transmission failure and
decrement behaviour after a successful transmission. Results from simulations
have revealed that using different behaviours for increasing and decreasing
contention window size directly affects network performance metrics such as
network throughput and average packet delay. Changes applied to increment
behaviours include both larger and smaller increments compared to the standard
Binary Exponential Backoff. According to results, using large increments for
contention windows improves total network throughput. However, the large
increments have introduced extra delay. On the other hand, using smaller
increment steps improves the total network throughput and decreases packet
delay as well. The improvement are noticed even when the number of nodes and
mobility speed are high.

Changes have also been made to the decrement behaviour. The results have
revealed that larger decrement steps have produced higher performance levels.
However, the balance between large decrement behaviour and channel capture
effect needs still further investigation. This investigation has been left for the
future work.
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Chapter 4.

New Proposed Backoff Algorithms

for MANETs

4.1. Introduction
In most existing backoff mechanisms [90, 18], the contention window size is
often increased after each transmission failure. For this purpose, the backoff
mechanism uses a certain increment method in order to achieve suitable CW
sizes that generate backoff timers in a way that maximizes network throughput
and reduces average backoff delays. The main two increment schemes used for
the Contention Window (CW) sizes are linear increment [74] and exponential
increment [37]. Exponential backoff mechanisms have shown failure to achieve
the best network throughput and have caused long delays over the network. The
well known example of these backoff mechanisms is the standard BEB
implemented in the IEEE 802.11 network protocol. On the other hand, linear
increment of CW produces slower expansion of CW size. However, the linear
increment does not allow adequate time before retransmission. The Linear
Multiplicative Increase Linear Decrease backoff (LMILD) is an example of the
linear increment behaviour.
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This chapter suggests two new backoff algorithms that aim to improve the
performance of a MANET in terms of network throughput and average packet
delay. In the new suggested algorithms, the exponential backoff is combined
with linear increment behaviour. Although the backoff period needs to be
incremented after a transmission failure, the increment needs to avoid infinite
extensions of the contention window size while preventing too short Backoff
periods. This is because short backoff periods lead to repeated attempts to
access the shared channel when it is unlikely to have finished the current
transmission that caused the invocation of backoff mechanism initially. The
combination of the two increment behaviours aims to merge the advantages of
the two behaviours. By using the linear part, the proposed algorithms target
reducing network delay. The use of the exponential increments aims to produce
adequate lengths of backoff times in order to improve network throughput. The
simulation results presented later in this chapter reveal that the new suggested
backoff mechanisms improve both total network throughput and average packet
delay.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the
first new backoff algorithm, named The Pessimistic Linear Exponential Backoff
(PLEB) Algorithm. Section 4.3 introduces the second new backoff algorithm,
named The Optimistic Linear Exponential Backoff (OLEB) Algorithm. After that,
Section 4.4 describes the set up of experiments. The description includes the
details of network scenarios this chapter simulates and the summary of different
parameters fed into the simulator. Section 4.5 reports performance results from
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simulation experiments and analyses network behaviour in order to assess the
improvement achieved by the suggested backoff mechanisms. Finally section 4.6
concludes the chapter and outlines some future directions for this research.

4.2. The Pessimistic Linear Exponential Backoff (PLEB) Algorithm
In what follows, the new proposed backoff algorithm is referred as the
Pessimistic Linear Exponential Backoff (PLEB). This algorithm assumes that a
transmission failure is due to the presence of congestion in the network. This
congestion could be the result of a high traffic load present in the network or a
larger number of nodes located in a given network region. PLEB works on the
premise that congestion is not likely to be resolved in the near future.
Therefore, as a first response to a transmission failure, PLEB exponentially
increases the contention window size. An exponential increment forces a longer
waiting time before trying the next transmission. However, after a number of
exponential increments, PLEB starts to increase the timer linearly instead in
order to avoid increasing backoff more excessively. The basic functionality of
PLEB aims to a less dramatic growth of the contention window size towards the
maximum value allowing nodes to perform more attempts to access the channel
after a reasonably affordable backoff time.

Figure 4.1 explains the increment behaviour used by PLEB while Figure 4.2 shows
the basic functionality of PLEB. In Figure 4.1, the CW size is plotted against the
iterations of the backoff algorithms. The iterations depict the number of
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repeated calls of the backoff mechanism for the current block of transmission
failures. As this research adopts the same maximum value for the CW suggested
and used in the standard BEB [37], the exponential increment is used until the
CW is approximately halfway to the maximum value of 1023.

Figure 4.1 The Increment Behaviour of PLEB

Figure 4.2 Pessimistic Linear/Exponential Backoff Algorithm
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4.3. The Optimistic Linear Exponential Backoff (OLEB) Algorithm
Based on the assumption that the current congestion over the network is caused
by temporary short-term network conditions and are likely to disappear quickly.
Typical network conditions are route breakages that are often repaired quickly.
Therefore, the immediate response to a transmission failure is a linear
increment of the contention window size, followed by an exponential increment,
after (N) transmission failures.

The exponential backoff implemented by the standard IEEE 802.11 network
protocol introduces reasonably long backoff timers for the first few transmission
failures. However, applying such a drastic measure as an exponential increment
leads to large values of backoff timers resulting in wasting the limited power of
nodes. In order to overcome the problem of redundant backoff times, a new
backoff algorithm that implements less dramatic increments for early backoff
stages is proposed. For the first (N) transmission failures, the Optimistic Linear
Exponential Backoff (OLEB) starts with a linear increment factor first before
applying the exponential increment. The value of N has been chosen to allow
more use of the linear behaviour. However, further investigation of choosing the
value of N is introduced in Chapter 5. Such a combination of exponential and
linear increments serves adequately long backoff timers by increasing the
contention window size and, at the same time, avoids long redundant network
idle times by using smaller increment factor than the case of exponential
backoff. Figure 4.3 plots the CW sizes generated by OLEB in the case of
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successive transmission failures. The figure shows the size of CW against
iterations. Iterations here represent the number of consecutive transmission
failures of the current node. The description of the main steps of the OLEB

Contention Window Size

algorithm is outlined in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3 the Increment Behaviour of OLEB

Figure 4.4 Optimistic Linear/Exponential Backoff Algorithm

4.4. Experiment setup
This chapter compares the performance of PLEB, against that of the Linear
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Multiplicative Increase Linear Decrease (LMILD) algorithm. It has been
demonstrated in the literature [74] that LMILD achieves the best performance
when compared to other algorithms in the literature including the standard BEB.

As for the simulation scenarios used in the performance analysis, three different
values have been used for each of the factors considered in this research:
notably, the number of nodes, mobility speed, and traffic load. The number of
nodes has been set to 10, 50 and 100 nodes. Such values have been chosen to
reflect the different network sizes ranging from a small meeting room with 10
nodes, to a classroom of 50 mobile nodes up to the size of a conference location
with 100 nodes. Moreover, the chosen values are used to mirror the evaluation
held in the literature to measure the performance of existing backoff algorithms
[18, 74 and 17]. These are the same parameters summarised earlier in Table 3.1.

This research uses a speed of 1 m/s to simulate human walking speed, a speed of
4 m/s for human running speed and 10 m/s speed to simulate a moving vehicle.
The same treatment has been given to the value of traffic load to deploy
different levels of load on the network in order to obtain a thorough insight on
the performance behaviour of our proposed algorithm. Constant Bit Rate (CBR)
[1] allows very tight control over the bandwidth in use at any moment.
Therefore, this work uses CBR traffic rates of 1 packet/s , 20 packets/s and also
100 packets/s in the simulations conducted. It is worth mentioning here that,
the space of possible values of the simulation parameters is theoretically
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unlimited. The only limitations apply to such space are time and computation
power.

4.5. Results and analysis
In this research network performance is measured by the total network
throughput and average network delay. The two measured criteria help to
provide better understanding of the level of successfully transmitted data in
contrast with the time cost of transmission represented by network delay. The
ideal case is to have higher throughput and lower network delay.
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4.5.1. Network Throughput

The main purpose of networking in general is to share and transmit data among
nodes. Therefore, the first criterion used to measure network performance is
throughput. In this section, simulation results are presented and analyzed to
assess total network throughput.

Small network size (10 nodes)

Figure 4.5 – Network speed vs. Network throughput in OLEB, PLEB and LMILD for 10
nodes and traffic rates of 1 and 5 packets/s
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Figure 4.5.A presents network throughput results of 10 nodes at a traffic rate of
1 packet/s. At this small network size and low traffic rate, the contention rates
are relatively low. Therefore, the three backoff mechanisms examined here
achieve similar levels of throughput. This is due to the minimum need for the
backoff mechanisms to be used in the first place. In Figure 4.5.B, LMILD has
slightly better throughput than OLEB and PLEB at traffic rate of 5 packets/s. This
is due the small network size.

Figure 4.6 – Network speed vs. Network throughput in OLEB, PLEB and LMILD for 10
nodes and traffic rates of 10 and 20 packets/s
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As shown in Figure 4.6.A, increasing the traffic load to 10 packets/s resulted in
more data being successfully delivered to destination. This is an indication on
the network functioning normally where, in an ideal world, a network is
supposed to successfully deliver more data when higher traffic is being
generated. As mentioned earlier, small network size is still a better environment
for LMILD to function even with more traffic being injected into the network.

A closer look at the behaviour of PLEB and OLEB in Figure 4.6.A reveals that the
former has a better performance than the latter when mobility speed is low.
Application of an exponential increment is more appropriate when nodes are
moving at lower speeds and less likely to leave transmission range. Nevertheless,
a higher traffic has a negative effect on the performance of PLEB since longer
waiting times are forced for larger number of data packets waiting all over the
network. It is also worth mentioning that at higher traffic rates, increasing the
mobility speed has a negative impact on throughput. This is different from the
situation in Figure 4.5.A. The increased traffic amplifies the effect of mobility
speed since the waiting time imposed by backoff algorithms is most likely to be
followed by adjustment to incorporate topology changes which become more
frequent with increased mobility speeds.

Figure 4.6.B presents the throughput at 20 packets/s. A network scenario with
the traffic rate of 20 packets/s raises two interesting issues. First, in general,
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the total throughput levels are lower than the case of 10 packets/s traffic. This
result leads to a conclusion that the network is saturated and the increase in
traffic is not causing more data to be transmitted. At this point, one possible
scenario would be extremely long waiting time so that the new generated traffic
is never being transmitted. More data to transmit leads to a higher number of
transmission failures and, consequently higher backoff CW values being
generated by the algorithms leading to longer idle times and less successful
transmissions. Secondly, at a low mobility speed, throughput levels are low. For
a higher speed, successful transmissions can be achieved as a result of topology
changes. A change of the network topology could help change the route of a
waiting packet because of moving outside the transmission range of the current
next hop or moving into the transmission range of the destination node.

The same observations are made in Figure 4.7 which represents the throughput
results of 10 nodes with traffic rate of 100 packets/s. In Figure 4.6.B and Figure
4.7, OLEB achieves higher throughput levels than PLEB for all mobility speeds
used. Because of the small number of nodes in the network, the linearly
increased CWs generate shorter backoff timers. The combination of the small
number of nodes and the high traffic in the network produce higher network
throughput because of the shorter backoff timers produced by OLEB.
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Figure 4.7 – Network speed vs. Network throughput in OLEB, PLEB and LMILD for 10
nodes and traffic rate of 100 packets/s

To recap, the results introduced so far in this section indicate that LMILD is the
best option among the three algorithms for small network size.

Medium Size Networks (50 Nodes):

Figure 4.8.A shows network throughput with 1 packet/s traffic. When more
nodes are added to the network, LMILD is not in a good environment for
information gathering anymore. With the added sources of information
processed by LMILD to determine the value of congestion window, LIMILD
exhibits lower throughput levels than PLEB at low mobility speeds and both PLEB
and OLEB at higher mobility speed. At higher speeds, PLEB still has the highest
performance levels amongst the three algorithms.
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Figure 4.8 – Network speed vs. Network throughput in OLEB, PLEB and LMILD for 50
nodes and traffic rates of 1 and 5 packets/s

Because of the large size of the network and traffic rate, PLEB uses the
exponential increments without causing the redundant delay; therefore, PLEB
has the best network throughput among the three algorithms. However, it still
suffers a drop in performance at high mobility speeds.
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Figure 4.9 – Network speed vs. Network throughput in OLEB, PLEB and LMILD for 50
nodes and traffic rates of 10 and 20 packets/s

Figure 4.8.B displays the network throughput after increasing traffic rate to 5
packets/s. At this traffic rate, OLEB outperforms LMILD for low and intermediate
mobility speeds. However, at high speeds, performance of OLEB degrades. This
is also confirmed by Figure 4.9.A. for 10 packets/s traffic rate. The linear
increment without the need for information about collisions over the network
gives an advantage to OLEB over LMILD as it can be seen in the results. In
general, at higher traffic rates, OLEB has higher performance than LMILD at low
and medium speeds but a slightly worse performance at high mobility speed. At
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high speeds, the linear backoff suggested by OLEB generates shorter backoff
times than needed for the increased contention. The same results hold in Figures
4.9.B for 20 packets/s traffic rate.

Figure 4.10 – Network speed vs. Network throughput in OLEB, PLEB and LMILD for 50
nodes and traffic rate of 100 packets/s

Figure 4.10 displays network throughput readings for 100 packets/s traffic. It is
clear from the figure that the network transfers smaller size of data compared
to lower traffic rates. This is a sign of network failure to handle such heavy
traffic rate.

Large Size Networks (100 Nodes):

With a larger number of nodes, the network is supposed to face extra high loads
and the performance of the backoff algorithms is expected to be dramatically
affected. In what follows, simulation results are displayed and followed by
discussion. However, the performance of the three algorithms at this network
size can generally be described as follows:
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Low speed: at mobility speed of 1 m/s, PLEB has the highest throughput.

As for OLEB, its performance is better than LMILD at low traffic rates.



Medium to High speed: different performance levels can be observed at

higher mobility speed. As the traffic rate increases, LMILD starts to achieve
better performance. Moreover, the performance of OLEB and PLEB drop faster
than the case of LMILD as speed increases.

Figure 4.11 – Network speed vs. Network throughput in OLEB, PLEB and LMILD for 100
nodes and traffic rates of 1 and 5 packets/s
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The first scenario considers the network with the traffic rate of 1 packet/s. As
seen in Figure 4.11.A above, at low mobility speed of 1 m/s, PLEB and OLEB
achieve higher throughput levels than LMILD. The network-independent
functionality of OLEB and PLEB make is easier for backoff timers to be
calculated and the superior performance level of PLEB is justified by the
adequacy of backoff timers generated using exponentially incremented CW
considering that the large number of nodes leads to higher contention over the
network. On the other hand, higher mobility speeds have major impact on
performance levels. When the speed is relatively high, backoff suggested by
OLEB and PLEB introduce long waiting times that are not suitable for a dense
highly-changing topology. It is worth mentioning that because of the dependence
of LMILD on the number of nodes in the network, the effect of number of nodes
is the dominant factor. Therefore, performance levels of LMILD do not change by
large values with higher speeds.

As Figure 4.11.B shows, PLEB and OLEB still achieve higher throughput at low
speed when traffic rate is increased to reach 5 packets/s. When considering
OLEB at low speed, it can be seen in figure 4.11 that the gap between
performance levels of LMILD and OLEB is smaller for traffic rate of 5 packets/s
compared to traffic rate of 1 packet/s. This is an indication to the linear backoff
suggested by OLEB not generating backoff timers that are long enough to
achieve a relatively successful channel control.
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Figure 4.12 – Network speed vs. Network throughput in OLEB, PLEB and LMILD for 100
nodes and traffic rates of 10 and 20 packets/s

Once again, higher mobility speeds reduce performance levels for the three
algorithms. For medium and high mobility speeds, OLEB and PLEB generate
longer-than-needed backoff timers. This can be seen in Figure 4.11.B where
performance does not change with increased speed. Moreover, LMILD starts to
outperform PLEB because the latter generate redundantly long backoff periods.

Figure 4.12.A depicts results for a network of 100 nodes and traffic rate of 10
packets/s. Results in this figure are similar to those shown in the previous
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figures. However, at this traffic rate, OLEB starts to achieve lower performance
compared to LMILD at low mobility speed. Applying linear increment to all nodes
produces close backoff values reducing the performance compared to
multiplicatively increasing CW size of at least one node as suggested by the basic
definition of LMILD. Therefore, longer backoff values are more suitable between
transmissions when more failures take place over the network which is the
situation in case of large number of nodes. When compared to PLEB, OLEB does
not improve network throughput. This is expected to happen since the high
number of contending nodes requires the longer backoff values generated by
PLEB. Once again in this graph, there is similarity in performance levels between
PLEB and OLEB.

Figure 4.12.B displays the same results seen in the previous figure. However, it
can be noticed that the gap between OLEB and LMILD is increasing at low
mobility speed when the traffic rate is increased to 20 packets/s. This is not the
case for performance levels of PLEB and LMILD at the same mobility speed. At
this traffic rate combined with the larger number of nodes, the linear increment
suggested by OLEB generates too short backoff values and the exponential
increment implemented by PLEB generates too long backoff leading in both
cases to wasting the lifetime of nodes resulting in lower levels of throughput.

At the traffic rate of 100 packets/s, Figure 4.13 shows that the high traffic
causes the performance of LMILD to degrade because of the high number of
collisions that it has to collect information about.
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Figure 4.13 – Network speed vs. Network throughput in OLEB, PLEB and LMILD for 100
nodes and traffic rate of 100 packets/s

To recap, in the case of large network size, OLEB has poor performance that can
be explained because of generating short backoff timers that are not long
enough to deal with the high contention over the network. Moreover, the
exponential increment of PLEB generates longer backoff timers than needed,
leading to longer idle times and a decrease in the performance level for a
network of large number of nodes.

4.5.2. Average Packet Delay

In this section, Backoff algorithms subject to study are analysed by means of the
average packet delay. When studying MANETs, a new aspect of importance is
added to delay faced by message transmission. In this case, the need of short
delays is not only raised by the efficient transmission process, it is also related
to the limited life time of a battery-operated mobile node. Long delays are the
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main source of wasted network resources since nodes are incapable of using the
channel to transmit messages.

Small Size Networks (10 Nodes):

Figure 4.14 Average packet delay for LMILD, OLEB and PLEB in a network of 10 nodes
and traffic rates of 1 and 5 packet/s

Figure 4.14.A starts this discussion by providing measurements of delay for a
network of 10 nodes and a traffic rate of 1 packet/s. As seen in the figure, PLEB
achieves low average packet delay compared to OLEB and LMILD. It is true that
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PLEB uses exponential increments first. However, at this network size and traffic
rate, contention is not expected to be high. Therefore, the exponential start
appears to allow enough time for retransmission where in OLEB and LMILD, the
algorithms repeat backoff mechanisms since the sizes of CWs produced are not
long enough. The average packet delays of OLEB and LMILD are approximately
the same. OLEB has similar behaviour to LMILD since the contention is not high
and OLEB does not reach the exponential stage of backoff. It is understandable
that the network, in the presence of such a small number of nodes and a low
traffic rate, does not have high contention leading for a minimum number of
calls of any backoff algorithm used.

When increasing the traffic rate to 5 packet/s, the performance gap between
OLEB and LMILD is wider for medium and high speeds. This is demonstrated in
figure 4.14.B above. At this traffic rate, LMILD has lower average packet delay
than OLEB. As mentioned before, a small network size provides an easier task for
LMILD since there are fewer nodes and fewer collisions to consider when
deciding the next backoff period. Moreover, when proposing OLEB, the linear
backoff was expected to causes less network delay compared to the exponential
backoff implemented by PLEB. However, the linear increment is repeated
because the algorithm does not generate adequate lengths for backoff timers. It
is also seen in the figure that high mobility speeds force longer average packet
delays for LMILD and OLEB, since a highly dynamic topology along with a small
number of nodes provide a rich environment for more broken links and longer
waiting times for a link to be established for the messages to be transmitted.
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Figure 4.15 Average packet delay for LMILD, OLEB and PLEB in a network of 10 nodes
and traffic rates of 10 and 20 packet/s

Figure 4.15.A represents delay results for a network of 10 nodes but with 10
packets/s traffic rate. In this figure, LMILD is still showing the shorter average
packet delay compared to OLEB. However, it is important to notice that using
OLEB starts to cause longer delay than LMILD. As mentioned earlier in the basic
definition of OLEB, a linear backoff is used first. In the case of a higher traffic
rate of 10 packet/s, the linear increment does not produce the needed lengths
for backoff periods. Therefore, the backoff performed for early transmission
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failures is causing delay without achieving the goal of successful collision
avoidance. The linear backoff is followed by the exponential backoff. Therefore,
the total times caused by linear and exponential backoffs used by OLEB produces
longer delay, even longer than the delay caused by PLEB. As seen in the previous
figures, network delay is still higher when nodes move at higher speeds. The
figure also shows that the average packet delay of PLEB is higher for this traffic
rate. The higher traffic forces PLEB to use more exponential increments of CW.

Figure 4.15.B displays results for a network of 10 nodes with traffic rate of 20
packets/s. The three algorithms show the same behaviours at this traffic rate as
they did at the rate of 10 packets/s for all values of speed used. Because of the
added load on the network, PLEB starts to generate higher delay since higher
contention is expected to exist in such network scenario. Once again, higher
mobility speeds produce longer delays. However, it can be seen in the figure
that increasing traffic rate does not cause the performance levels of OLEB and
PLEB to become closer, this is an expected results since higher traffic rates
cause more failures because of the highly contending topology. OLEB switches to
exponential backoff while PLEB is using a linear backoff causing OLEB to
generate longer average packet delay.
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Figure 4.16 Average packet delay for LMILD, OLEB and PLEB in a network of 10 nodes
and traffic rate of 100 packet/s

The last figure for this network size, Figure 4.16 above, represents a traffic rate
of 100 packet/s. For this network load, LMILD is facing the problem of processing
massive numbers of collisions caused by the heavy traffic load leading to longer
delays. At this stage, LMILD and OLEB show the same general levels of average
packet delay. However, the figures show that, for higher speeds, the network
delay of LMILD and OLEB reaches a maximum limit. This means that LMILD and
OLEB are producing same backoff values leading to same waiting times indicating
that the network cannot transmit anymore packets reaching to saturation. What
is seen in this graph is related to the problem of stability that is discussed later
in this chapter.

Medium Size Networks (50 Nodes):

For the next set of experiments, a network of 50 nodes is studied for delay
measurements. For the first value of traffic rate, figure 4.17.A shows results for
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1 packet/s. at this level, LMILD is causing longer delay since there are more
nodes to consider when deciding backoff periods.

Figure 4.17 Average packet delay for LMILD, OLEB and PLEB in a network of 50 nodes
and traffic rates of 1 and 5 packet/s

For all mobility speeds used in this work, the exponential response of PLEB
resolves the contentions quicker leaving the performance of OLEB at lower level.
However, for higher speed, OLEB starts to cause longer delays. Since OLEB uses
linear backoff first, it is less sensitive to high speeds. In Figure 4.17.A, OLEB
causes longer network delay when the mobility speed is increased.
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A traffic rate of 5 packet/s is applied next. Figure 4.17.B shows that the effect
of number of nodes on LMILD is dominated by the added traffic load. For a
higher traffic load, the linear backoff used by OLEB is causing longer average
packet delays compared to LMILD. When the mobility speed is increased, OLEB
causes shorter average packet delays. The dynamic topology allows contentions
to be resolved in shorter times since nodes are moving at high speed. With the
transmission range used in this work, highly mobile nodes easily enter the
transmission range of the current node which leads to more nodes available to
help transmitting a packet.

Figure 4.18 Average packet delay for LMILD, OLEB and PLEB in a network of 50 nodes
and traffic rates of 10 and 20 packet/s
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The same pattern of results are extracted for traffic loads of 10 packets/s and
20 packets/s as seen in above Figure 4.18.A and Figure 4.18.B respectively. It is
also noticed in Figure 4.18.B that LMILD causes longer average packet delays.
This is an expected result of the high traffic in combination with the number of
nodes. This combination causes more collisions in the network and this leads to
LMILD producing longer backoff timers because of the higher number of
increments it applies to CWs.

Finally, when the traffic rate is increased to 100 packets/s, the linear
increments caused by LMILD and OLEB cause longer average packet delays than
PLEB. This can be seen in Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.19 Average packet delay for LMILD, OLEB and PLEB in a network of 50 nodes
and traffic rate of 100 packet/s
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Large Size Networks (100 Nodes):

Figure 4.20 Average packet delay for LMILD, OLEB and PLEB in a network of 100 nodes
and traffic rates of 1 and 5 packet/s

Figure 4.20 above shows network delay for a network of 100 nodes. The traffic
rate applied here is 1 packet/s. The delay levels are lower for higher speed
values. However, such a drop in delay values is not expected since more traffic
is generated. This issue is related to the concept of network stability. The
following section discusses the stability problem. This same observation is made
about the network with traffic rate of 5 packets/s shown in Figure 4.20.B, traffic
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rate of 10 packets/s in Figure 4.21.A and traffic rate of 20 packets per second
presented in Figure 4.21.B. on the other hand, OLEB causes longer average
packet delays for low mobility speeds. This indicates that before the network
performance drops, OLEB suffers under the higher number of nodes and traffic
rates.

Figure 4.21 Average packet delay for LMILD, OLEB and PLEB in a network of 100 nodes
and traffic rates of 10 and 20 packet/s
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Figure 4.22 Average packet delays for LMILD, OLEB and PLEB in a network of 100 nodes
and traffic rate of 100 packet/s

Figure 4.22 displays average packet delays at the traffic rate of 100 packets/s.
At this traffic rate, the combined linear and exponential increments of OLEB and
PLEB produce shorter average packet delays. However, after noticing the
network instability, the future work of this research should study the results in
Figure 4.22 in light of network stability conditions.

4.6. Conclusions
This chapter has introduced two new backoff algorithms, referred to as the
Pessimistic Linear Exponential Backoff (PLEB) and the Optimistic Linear–
Exponential Backoff algorithm (OLEB) to improve the performance of MANETs.

The performance of the new proposed algorithms has been analysed against that
of the Linear Multiplicative Increment Linear Decrement (LMILD). The
measurements of network throughput have revealed that for a small number of
nodes of 10 nodes, the three algorithms addressed in this chapter achieve same
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network throughputs for low traffic. LMILD has slightly higher throughput at high
traffic rates and all tested mobility speeds for this network size. However, OLEB
achieves higher network throughput than PLEB for high traffic loads. For a
medium network size of 50 nodes, PLEB has shown higher throughput than LMILD
and OLEB. Moreover, OLEB has higher network throughput than LMILD. Finally, at
a large network size of 100 nodes, PLEB has the highest network throughput
compared to OLEB and LMILD. At medium and high mobility speeds, LMILD
achieves the best network throughput and OLEB has the lowest network
throughput.

OLEB causes longer average packet delay compared to PLEB and LMILD for a
small network size. For a network size of 50 nodes, OLEB produces a lower
average packet delays at low traffic. However, at high traffic rates, OLEB has a
higher delay than LMID. In a network of 100 nodes, OLEB achieves a lower
average packet delay than LMILD and OLEB for medium and high mobility speeds.

The throughput outcomes of this chapter can be summarized in the following
three figures. Each figure shows total Network Throughput for a network size. In
the legends, the algorithm names are followed by a postfix the represents the
mobility speed. i.e., for example, LMILD1m stands for LMILD at 1 m/s. Figure
4.23 displays network throughput levels of the three algorithms for 10 nodes. As
explained in the chapter, the three algorithms have close levels of throughput
with a slightly higher performance for LMILD. The values are close due to the
small number of nodes that leads to less use of backoff algorithms in general.
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Figure 4.23: Summary of Network Throughput results for LMILD, OLEB and PLEB in a
network of 10 Nodes.

Figure 4.24 represents throughput levels of the three algorithms for a network of
50 nodes. It can be seen in this figure that PLEB achieves higher throughput for
speeds of 1 m/s and 4 m/s. The figure also shows steep drop of throughout
levels for LMILD at 1 m/s.
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Figure 4.24: Summary of Network Throughput results for LMILD, OLEB and PLEB in a
network of 50 Nodes.
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Figure 4.25: Summary of Network Throughput results for LMILD, OLEB and PLEB in a
network of 100 Nodes.

Figure 4.25 presents throughout levels for 100 nodes. At this network size, lower
mobility speeds allow higher throughput in general. Both of the proposed
algorithms, OLEB and PLEB achieve higher throughput than LMILD at low speeds
as well.

In the three graphs it can be seen that network throughput levels drop as the
traffic rate increases. This is a general observation for all of the three
algorithms tested.
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Chapter 5.

Behaviour Changing of Optimistic and

Pessimistic Backoff algorithms

5.1. Introduction
Chapter 4 has introduced two proposed backoff algorithms, PLEB and OLEB. As
described in the two algorithms, the exponential and linear increment
behaviours are separated by a changing point. This point is the tune up factor of
the two algorithms. Therefore, in this chapter, further investigation is
performed to study this point in order to reach the best possible performance
levels for the two algorithms. Moreover, the two algorithms use linear
increments. The size of linear increments also is a tune up factor for the two
algorithms. This chapter studies the linear increments to decide the best linear
increment steps needed to reach highest performance levels.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows; Section 5.2 describes the
simulation environment and the approach of studying changing points. Section
5.3 then introduces results and analysis. Finally, Section 5.4 concludes the
chapter.

5.2. Simulation Environment and Approach
5.2.1. Parameters

The simulations conducted for this chapter have been based on a university
campus ad hoc network. The simulation used a network area of 500 m × 500 m
and network size of 500 students with identical nodes. Node mobility speeds
have been set to 1 m/s, 2 m/s and 3 m/s to simulate the mobility speeds of
walking students. The rest of simulation parameters have been left with the
same values used in simulations of the previous chapters.

5.2.2. Approach

The point, at which the increment behaviour changes, is the factor that decides
how close the algorithm is to either of the two extremes being the linear and the
exponential increments. Since the size of contention window is the main subject
in studying backoff algorithms, this chapter studies the changing point
depending on the size of contention window rather than the number of
increments. As described in the previous chapter, the maximum value of the
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contention window is 1024. This ceiling is used to stop the infinite increments of
contention windows. In this chapter, the point of change is set at 25%, 50% and
75% of the maximum possible window size.

This chapter also studies the size of increment on CW size generated by the
linear part of the two algorithms. The slope of the line that the backoff
algorithm follows must be chosen in a way that insures increasing the CW and, at
the same time, avoid reaching the exponential increment behaviour. The linear
increment factors used in this chapter have been chosen to cover the range of
increments between no increment at one end and the exponential at the other
end. Therefore, the four linear increment factors used are approximately
equivalent to increasing the CW size by 1.2, 1.4, 1.6 and 1.8.

5.3. Results and Analysis
In the first set of experiments, The Optimistic Backoff OLEB has been evaluated
to study the effect of changing the point between the linear and the exponential
increment behaviours. The three versions have been compared against the
standard BEB that is used by IEEE 802.11 as shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Network Throughput against Mobility Speed for different versions of OLEB

In Figure 5.1, OLEB has shown the lowest performance level in terms of Network
Throughput when the changing point is set at 25% of maximum CW. In the
network scenarios simulated in this chapter, the number of nodes is set to 300.
Using this number of nodes, the collision rate is higher which leads to large
number of nodes being put on backoff status. When the changing point is set at
25% of maximum CW, a small number of failures is followed by linear increment
on CW size where, after that, the exponential increment is used. Forcing the
small increments used by the linear behaviour leads to a large number of nodes
adopting longer backoff timers when the increment is exponential. Therefore,
the total network throughput is reduced by the extra backoff times that have
resulted from changing a large number of nodes to the exponential increment
behaviour on CW size.

The same set of experiments has been performed for the pessimistic backoff
PLEB. The changing point has been moved to produce three different versions of
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PLEB to be compared against BEB. The results shown in Figure 5.2 for network
throughput against node mobility speed of the three versions of PLEB and BEB
show that the lowest performance is achieved when the changing point is set to
be at 75% of the maximum CW size. Working with the changing point being set to
late stages increases the number of exponential increments of CW size. This
leads to longer backoff times and, hence, wasting the network resources. On the
other hand, the version of PLEB that uses 25% of maximum CW size as a changing
point has the highest throughput levels. This supports the motivation behind
integrating the linear increment into the proposed backoff algorithms.
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Figure 5.2: Network Throughput against Mobility Speed for different versions of PLEB

Increasing the number of times the linear increment is used forces backoff times
to be chosen from relatively smaller CWs. This leads to better utilization of the
limited network lifetime.
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Figure 5.3: Network Throughput against Mobility Speed for different line versions of
OLEB

Figure 5.3 represents Throughput results for the four linear increments
implemented in OLEB. Results show that OLEB achieves the lowest throughput at
the linear increment of 1.2 and the highest at the linear increment of 1.8. Since
OLEB starts by using the linear increment first, using small increments combined
with the large number of nodes simulated here does not allow adequate backoff
time. Therefore, the longer backoff timers generated by larger increment is the
suitable behaviour for this network size in terms of total network throughput.

Figure 5.4: Network Throughput against Mobility Speed for different line versions of
PLEB
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The same linear increment factors have been also used with PLEB. The same
observation that has been made on OLEB is valid for PLEB. Figure 5.4 presents
network throughput results for different versions of PLEB that use different
linear increment factors. Under the large network size, small linear increment
factor does not allow backoff timers to be chosen from a CW that is wide enough
which makes total network throughput higher for higher increment factor. The
figure shows that the higher the increment factor is, the higher is the network
delay.
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Figure 5.5: Average Packet Delay against Mobility Speed for different versions of OLEB

The two algorithms have also been evaluated in terms of average packet delay.
Figure 5.5 presents average packet delay for different versions of OLEB. The
linear increment used by OLEB produces less delay if allowed to work for longer
time. This is provided by the version of OLEB that uses a turning point at 75% of
the maximum CW size.

Figure 5.6 demonstrates the results of average packet delay for different
versions of PLEB. The versions in this figure use different behavior changing
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point as discussed earlier. PLEB starts by using the exponential behavior. The
version of PLEB that uses a turning point of 25% of maximum CW size allows the
linear part to be used more than the exponential part. Therefore, the figure
demonstrates the expected result which is the lowest average delay at the
turning point set at 25% of the maximum CW size which is 256.
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Figure 5.6: Average Packet Delay against Mobility Speed for different versions of PLEB

The different linear increment factors have been evaluated for average packet
delay. Figure 5.7 demonstrates average delay for different versions of OLEB. The
results report that the larger linear increment factor imposes longer average
packet delays. The same result is drawn from evaluating PLEB with different
linear increment factors. This can be seen in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.7: Average Packet Delay against Mobility Speed for different line versions of
OLEB
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Figure 5.8: Average Packet Delay against Mobility Speed for different line versions of
PLEB
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5.4. Conclusions
In this chapter, the Pessimistic and the Optimistic Backoff algorithms introduced
in Chapter 4 have been studied to analyse the changing point between the linear
and the exponential increments on backoff Contention Window size. Results
have shown that for OLEB, changing to the exponential increment behaviour at
early stages does not allow the algorithm to achieve the best network
throughput. For PLEB, a similar observation is made. The throughput results in
this chapter suggest that the changing point should be chosen in a way that
allows the linear increments to be used more than the exponential increments.
The effect of behaviour changing point on average packet delay has also been
studied. Results reported show that allowing the linear increments to be used
more than the exponential increments reduces average packet delay.

The linear part of OLEB and PLEB has been studied also. Results show that there
is a trade-off between throughput and delay when choosing the size of linear
increments. Small linear increments achieve shorter average packet delay and
larger linear increments provide better network throughput.
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Conclusions and Future Research

Directions

6.1. Conclusions
This thesis has studied backoff mechanisms for MANETs. The first main objective
of this work is to evaluate the performance of backoff in the presence of the
new conditions introduced by MANETs. Such factors include network size,
mobility speeds and traffic rates. Secondly, this work has aimed to gather
enough evidence to help in developing backoff algorithms for MANETs. Moreover,
this work has suggested new backoff mechanisms and has evaluated the
performance of these algorithms under the mentioned factors.

The first part of this research has been presented in Chapter 3. In this chapter,
simulations results have been presented to study the effects on network
performance of changing both the increment and decrement behaviour of
backoff algorithms. Changes applied to the algorithms modify increment
behaviour upon a transmission failure and decrement behaviour after a
successful transmission. Results from simulations have revealed that using
different behaviours for increasing and decreasing contention window size,
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directly affects network performance metrics such as network throughput and
average packet delay.

Changes applied to increment behaviours include both larger and smaller
increments compared to the standard Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB).
According to results, using large increments for contention windows sizes
improves total network throughput. However, the large increments introduce
extra packet delay. On the other hand, using smaller increment steps slightly
improves the total network throughput and decreases packet delay as well.
Although the improvements on network throughput are noticed even when the
number of nodes and mobility speed are high, the improvement on network
throughout is insignificant when taking the error margins of the simulations into
account.

This work has addressed the increment behaviours. The second part of this
research has been conducted and then presented in Chapter 4. In this part, two
new backoff algorithms, referred to as the Pessimistic Linear Exponential
Backoff (PLEB) and the Optimistic Linear Exponential Backoff (OLEB), have been
introduced.

PLEB is a combination of exponential and linear increment

behaviours. In order to evaluate the performance of PLEB, this work has
compared its performance against the existing backoff mechanism algorithm,
Linear Multiplicative Increment Linear Decrement (LMILD). Simulation results
have shown that PLEB achieves a lower network throughput, for a network of
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small size. This is not surprising since a network with such a small number of
nodes is an ideal environment for LMILD.

When the number of nodes increases, PLEB provides a better network
throughput than LMILD. A larger numbers of nodes (e.g. 50 nodes and over)
makes it more difficult for LMILD to be able to update backoff timers after each
collision due to the increased collision rate. Moreover, PLEB achieves better
performance with low mobility speed. On the other hand, the performance
advantage of PLEB is reduced with high mobility speed as this reduces the
chance of a successful transmission after an exponentially-increased backoff
timer expires. This is due to fact that when nodes move with a high speed there
is high chance that a node leaves transmission range and thus breaks the link to
the destination or the next hop in case the current destination is not the final
destination of the packet.

PLEB has also been tested for average packet delay. Results have shown
significant improvements in average packet delay when PLEB is implemented.
This is valid for all network sizes at all traffic rates.

In the new OLEB algorithm, the exponential backoff is also combined with linear
increment behaviour. The order of using the linear and the exponential
increments is reversed in OLEB in comparison to PLEB. OLEB attempts to reduce
redundant long backoff times by implementing less dramatic increments in the
early backoff stages
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The measurements of network throughput have revealed that for a small number
of nodes, such as 10 nodes, the three algorithms addressed in Chapter 4 achieve
same network throughputs for low traffic.

LMILD has higher throughput at high traffic rates and most node speeds.
However, OLEB achieves higher network throughput than PLEB for high traffic.
For a medium network size, PLEB has shown higher throughput than LMILD and
OLEB. However, OLEB has higher network throughput than LMILD at low and
medium mobility speeds. Finally, at a large network size of 100 nodes, PLEB has
the best network throughput compared to OLEB and LMILD. At medium and high
mobility speeds, LMILD achieves the best network throughput and OLEB has the
lowest network throughput.

OLEB causes longer average packet delay compared to PLEB and LMILD at small
network sizes. For a network size of medium size, OLEB produces shorter
average packet delay at low traffic. However, at high traffic rates, OLEB has a
higher delay than LMILD. In a network of large size, OLEB achieves shorter
average packet delay than LMILD for medium and high mobility speeds.

In general, the results of this research indicate two main points. First, when
designing the decrement behaviour of a backoff algorithm, larger decrement
steps achieve better throughput compared to using smaller steps. For example,
reducing CW size by 50%, results in significantly increasing the network
throughputs when compared to linear decrements of CW size. Secondly, in most
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of the network scenarios used in this work, larger increments of CW at early
stages of backoff sequence and then turning to smaller increments afterwards
has proven to be the best increment behaviour when compared to smaller
increment steps or implementing the small increments first and then turning to
use larger increments.

Finally, this work has studied the effect of choosing the behaviour changing
point between linear and exponential increments in OLEB and PLEB. Results have
shown that increasing the number of times in which the linear increment is used
increases network throughput. Moreover, using larger linear increments increase
network throughput.

It is noteworthy to mention that the existing backoff algorithms have limitations
in the sense that they all impose waiting time via increasing CW sizes. This is
directly linked to the basic operation scheme of these backoff algorithms.
Although the new proposed algorithms have improved network performance by
increasing network throughout and decreasing average packet delay, these new
algorithms use the same basics as the existing counterparts. Therefore, the
increased CW sizes do add extra waiting time that might be wasted network idle
time. Moreover, larger CW sizes can lead to long waiting times that end up in
transmission drop especially in large network sizes. On the other hand, the
information about other network nodes that is used by some existing algorithms,
such as LMILD, limits the performance levels of these algorithms by the ability to
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obtain such information. However, the new proposed algorithms do not have this
limitation since they do not use such information.

6.2. Future Research Directions
During the course of this research, many interesting issues have surfaced. The
possible future directions of this work include addressing the following potential
avenues.

 In this work, three network factors have been studied. However, other
network factors also need to be considered. The most interesting among these
is node transmission range. The network topology can be significantly affected
by the node transmission range since it can lead to the network nodes being
separated into groups.

 This research has used Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic. Future work should
address using other traffic types such as Variable Bit Rate (VBR). Moreover,
future work can possibly use traces of real traffic in order to achieve more
credible measurements of network performance.

 This work has used simulation to evaluate the performance of backoff
algorithms. This has also been the case with most of the performance-related
work on MANETs [18, 74 and 17]. Another possible future direction of this
work is to evaluate the algorithms using real practical MANETs in order to
validate the findings of this research using real life data.
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 The possible future directions of this work include studying the stability of the
proposed algorithms since a part of results has revealed the incapability of
the new algorithms to cope with increasing traffic rate. However, it should be
mentioned here that addressing this point needs considerable amount of time
and computation power since it involves injecting the network with extremely
high traffic rates.

 All the simulations conducted by this work have assumed that nodes move
according to the Random Waypoint model that has been widely used by
previous researchers [7, 18, 17 and 74]. However, one possible direction of
future work is to study backoff algorithms under different mobility models
such as the Random Walk model [11]. Moreover, instead of using an individual
node mobility model, a possible direction is to evaluate the algorithms under
group mobility models that have been suggested in the literature [29].
Another possible future direction is to deploy real life data into simulations
instead of relying totally on theoretically-generated data. Such real life data
might include using mobility traces to build a realistic mobility model to use
with the simulator.

 The set of possible values of network parameters used in this work has been
limited due to time constraints and computation power. However, given the
adequate time, one possible direction of this work is to evaluate the
performance of backoff algorithms under a larger set of values for network
parameters used.
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 A final direction of this work might include developing an analytical model for
backoff algorithms that relates the most critical factors together in order to
build a sound validation tool for any future work on backoff mechanisms for
MANETs.
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